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If R is a semiartinian von Neumann regular ring, then the set
PrimR of primitive ideals of R , ordered by inclusion, is an artinian
poset in which all maximal chains have a greatest element.
Moreover, if PrimR has no inﬁnite antichains, then the lattice
L2(R) of all ideals of R is anti-isomorphic to the lattice of all
upper subsets of PrimR . Since the assignment U → rR (U ) deﬁnes a
bijection from any set SimpR of representatives of simple right R-
modules to PrimR , a natural partial order is induced in SimpR ,
under which the maximal elements are precisely those simple
right R-modules which are ﬁnite dimensional over the respective
endomorphism division rings; these are always R-injective. Given
any artinian poset I with at least two elements and having a
ﬁnite coﬁnal subset, a lower subset I ′ ⊂ I and a ﬁeld D , we
present a construction which produces a semiartinian and unit-
regular D-algebra DI having the following features: (a) SimpDI is
order isomorphic to I; (b) the assignment H → SimpDI /H realizes
an anti-isomorphism from the lattice L2(DI ) to the lattice of all
upper subsets of SimpDI ; (c) a non-maximal element of SimpDI is
injective if and only if it corresponds to an element of I ′, thus DI is
a right V -ring if and only if I ′ = I; (d) DI is a right and left V -ring
if and only if I is an antichain; (e) if I has ﬁnite dual Krull length,
then DI is (right and left) hereditary; (f) if I is at most countable
and I ′ = ∅, then DI is a countably dimensional D-algebra.
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For a given right semiartinian ring R we introduced in [11] what we called the natural preorder “”
in the class of all simple right modules over R . The idea was to deﬁne, for every simple module UR ,
a particular U -peak ideal I(U ) (in the sense that the right socle of R/I(U ) is essential, projective and
U -homogeneous) and, given another simple module V R , to declare that U  V in case I(U ) ⊂ I(V ).
It turn out that the natural preorder is a Morita invariant; moreover U  V if and only if both U  V
and V  U , so that “” induces the natural partial order in any set SimpR of representatives of simple
right R-modules. With respect to the natural partial order, SimpR is an artinian poset in which every
maximal chain has a maximum.
It is worth to observe that, since the class of right semiartinian rings is closed by factor rings, for
every U ∈ SimpR the primitive ring R/rR(U ) has nonzero socle. This implies that U is the unique
(up to an isomorphism) simple and faithful right R/rR(U )-module and the assignment U → rR(U )
deﬁnes a bijection from SimpR to the set PrimR of (right) primitive ideals of R . In view of this fact
it would appear quite natural to declare U  V in case rR(U ) ⊂ rR(V ); moreover we must recall
that Camillo and Fuller already remarked in [15] that the set PrimR , ordered by inclusion, is always
artinian when R is right semiartinian. The point is that in many interesting cases PrimR is just the
set of all maximal (two-sided) ideals and the above partial order becomes the trivial one, giving thus
no insight into the structure of R; for example, this is the case when if R is left perfect, in particular
when R is right artinian. The situation changes dramatically when R is a regular ring; in this case
it turns out that I(U ) = rR(U ) for all U ∈ SimpR , therefore U  V if and only if rR(U ) ⊂ rR(V );
moreover U is a maximal element of SimpR if and only if U is ﬁnite dimensional as a vector space
over the division ring End(UR) and, if it is the case, then UR is injective. By the regularity, every
ideal of R is the intersection of all right primitive ideals containing it, therefore the order structure of
SimpR , or equivalently of PrimR , strictly affects the order structure of the lattice L2(R) of all ideals
of R; for instance, if SimpR has no inﬁnite antichains, then L2(R) is anti-isomorphic to the lattice of
all upper subsets of SimpR , therefore L2(R) is artinian (see [11, Corollary 4.8 and Theorem 4.5]).
The main subject of the present work is to investigate which artinian partially ordered sets can be
realized as SimpR , or equivalently as PrimR , for some semiartinian and regular ring R . This problem
appears as a special instance of the more general problem of determining those complete lattices
which are isomorphic to L2(R) for some regular ring R . A rather general answer to this problem was
given by Bergman in [12], by showing that if L is a complete and distributive lattice, which has a
compact greatest element and each element of which is the supremum of compact join-irreducible
elements, then there exists a unital, regular and locally matricial algebra R over any given ﬁeld F such
that L2(R) is isomorphic to L. Our main result is that if I is an artinian poset and D is a division
ring, then there exists a unit-regular and semiartinian ring DI , having D as subring, such that SimpDI
is isomorphic to I provided I has a ﬁnite coﬁnal subset, otherwise SimpDI is isomorphic to the poset
obtained from I by adding a suitable maximal element.
As it was proved in [10], if R is a semiartinian and unit-regular ring, then the abelian group K0(R)
is free of rank |SimpR |; however, in the same paper the order structure of K0(R) was investigated
only in the case in which R satisﬁes the so called restricted comparability axiom (see in Section 4
below for the deﬁnition). In a forthcoming paper we will resume that investigation, precisely we
will characterize those partially ordered abelian groups which can be realized as K0(R) for some
semiartinian and unit-regular ring R . In particular we will see that if I is an artinian poset having
a ﬁnite coﬁnal subset, then K0(DI ) is isomorphic to the free abelian group generated by I , together
with the submonoid generated by the elements i − j for j < i in I as the positive cone.
Now K0(R) is the Grothendieck group of the abelian monoid V(R) of isomorphism classes of
ﬁnitely generated projective right R-modules. When R is a regular ring, then V(R) enjoys some funda-
mental and well-known properties. The inverse problem of deciding wether, given an abelian monoid
M having the same properties, there exists a regular ring R such that V(R) is isomorphic to M , is
known as the Realization Problem for von Neumann Regular Rings; Ara recently wrote a nice survey on it
(see [5]). Only after the present work was complete we became aware of the recent important works
by Ara and Brustenga [4] and by Ara [6] on this problem. Precisely, given a ﬁeld K , in the ﬁrst one
a regular K -algebra Q (E) is associated to a column-ﬁnite quiver E , via the Leavitt path algebra L(E)
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K -algebra Q (P) is functorially associated to each ﬁnite poset P, in such a way that V(Q (P)) is the
abelian monoid generated by P with the only relations given by p = p + q if and only if q < p in P.
To some extent our present research parallels the above works. Our construction of the ring DI is
far from being functorial on I , exactly as the map which assigns to a set X the ring CFMX (D) of
all column-ﬁnite X × X-matrices with entries in a given ring D is not a functor on X . Nonetheless,
if I and J are isomorphic artinian posets, then the rings DI and D J turn out to be isomorphic and
we can list several nice ring and module theoretical features of DI . It would be interesting to ﬁnd
relationships, if any, between the algebra Q (P) of Ara and our algebra DP when P is a ﬁnite poset.
Our work is divided into nine sections. In Section 1 we examine some basic features of artinian
posets needed when dealing with semiartinian and regular rings. In particular, given an artinian
poset I , for every ordinal α we consider the (α + 1)-th layer I•α+1 of I , namely: I•1 is the set of
all minimal elements of I and, for every ordinal α > 1 one deﬁnes recursively I•α+1 as the set of all
minimal elements of the set I \ (⋃β<α I•β+1). The set of all layers is a partition of I and we deﬁne
the canonical length function λI : I → Ord as the function which assigns to every i ∈ I the (unique)
successor ordinal λI (i) such that i belongs to the λI (i)-th layer of I (recall that a length function on
an artinian poset I is any strictly increasing map from I to the well ordered class Ord of all ordinals).
The second, third and fourth sections are devoted to the study of the natural partial order
of SimpR , when R is a semiartinian and regular ring. We recall that if R is any right semiartinian
ring and M is any right R-module, then we deﬁne the ordinal h(M) = min{α | M · Socα(RR) = M};
if M is ﬁnitely generated, then h(M) is a successor ordinal if. If UR is simple and h(U ) = α + 1,
then UR/Socα(RR ) is projective and α is the largest ordinal such that HomR(U , R/Socα(RR)) 	= 0 (see
[9, Theorem 1.3]) while, if R is regular, α is the unique ordinal with this property. Now h deﬁnes a
length function on the artinian poset SimpR and if λ denotes the canonical length function on SimpR ,
then it turns out that λ(U ) h(U ) for every U ∈ SimpR . We concentrate our attention on two special
classes of semiartinian and regular rings. A ring R belongs to the ﬁrst one if and only if the two
length functions λ and h coincide, while it belongs to the second one if and only if the assignment
H → SimpR/H realizes an anti-isomorphism from the lattice L2(R) to the lattice of all upper subsets
of SimpR . We say that R is well behaved in the ﬁrst case and very well behaved in the second. Of
course, if R is very well behaved then R is well behaved and, in addition, SimpR has only ﬁnitely
many maximal elements. We illustrate with examples that these latter two conditions are actually
independent and, together, do not imply that R is very well behaved. Next, for any semiartinian and
regular ring R , we pass to establish which properties of the poset SimpR are connected with the
various comparability axioms on R .
We start with Section 5 our construction of semiartinian unit-regular rings. The scenario of the
whole drama is the ring Q = CFMX (D) of all column-ﬁnite matrices with entries in a given ring D ,
where X is a suitable transﬁnite ordinal, together with the ideal FRX (D) of all matrices with only
ﬁnitely many nonzero rows. It is well known that if R is any ring and ϕ,ψ : Q → R are two ring
isomorphisms, then ϕ(FRX (D)) = ψ(FRX (D)); let’s say that the elements of this latter ideal are the
ﬁnite-ranked elements of R . Thus, the ﬁrst main step is to associate to every ordinal ξ  X a family
(Qα)αξ of unital subrings of Q having the following features: (a) if α < ξ , then Qα is isomor-
phic to Q , (b) by denoting with Fα the ideal of Qα of all ﬁnite-ranked elements when α < ξ , then
Q β ⊂ Qα and Q β ∩ Fα = 0 whenever α < β  ξ . Actually, we already gave in [8] a construction which
aimed to the same objective. Unfortunately the proof of Proposition 4.2 in that paper contains a gap.
Filling that gap – if ever possible, would have required a considerable work and the result would have
not been suitable for our present purposes either. Thus we decided to completely reorganize the con-
struction by using a totally different approach, in which we rely mainly on ordinal arithmetic. With
the new construction we have at disposal a total control of the parametrization of the entries of the
matrices we deal with, as it is needed in order to accomplish the subsequent main construction.
With Section 6 artinian posets enter the scene. First, we deﬁne a polarized (artinian) poset as an
ordered pair (I, I ′), where I is an artinian poset and I ′ is a lower subset of I . Starting from a po-
larized artinian poset (I, I ′), a ring D and an appropriately sized transﬁnite ordinal X , to each element
i ∈ I we associate a (not necessarily unital) subring Hi of Q = CFMX (D), in such a way that H =
{Hi | i ∈ I} is an independent set of (D, D)-submodules of Q with the following features: (a) if i is
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to I \ I ′), then Hi is isomorphic to FRX (D) (resp. to the left ideal FMX (D) of Q whose elements are
all matrices with only ﬁnitely many nonzero entries); moreover HiH j = 0 if and only if i, j are not
comparable, while both HiH j and H jHi are nonzero and are contained in Hi if i  j. This enables us
to consider the (not necessary unital) subring HI =⊕i∈I Hi and the unital subring DI = HI + 1Q D
of Q and we show that HI = DI if and only if I has a ﬁnite coﬁnal subset. The study of this subring,
together with the strict relationship between upper subsets of I and ideals of DI , is the subject of
sections 7 and 8.
In Section 9, ﬁnally, we take D as a division ring and show that, given a polarized artinian poset
(I, I ′), the ring DI has the following features: (a) DI is a unit-regular and semiartinian ring, which
is also (right and left) hereditary in case I has ﬁnite dual Krull length; (b) there is an injective and
strictly increasing map i → Ui from I to SimpDI which is an order isomorphism in case I has a
ﬁnite coﬁnal subset, otherwise SimpDI contains DI/HI as an additional maximal element; (c) a non-
maximal element Ui of SimpDI is injective if and only if i ∈ I ′ , thus DI is a right V -ring if and only
if I ′ = I; (d) DI is a right and left V -ring if and only if I is an antichain; (e) if I has a ﬁnite coﬁnal
subset, then the assignment H → SimpDI/H realizes an anti-isomorphism from the lattice L2(DI ) to
the lattice of all upper subsets of SimpDI ; (f) if I is at most countable and I
′ = ∅, then DI is countably
dimensional over D .
We conclude this introduction with a few remarks about terminology and notations. In several in-
stances we deal with rings without multiplicative identity and subrings which are not unital subrings
but, often, they have their own multiplicative identities. However, in order to avoid any ambiguity, if
not otherwise stated the word “ring” means “ring with multiplicative identity”, while “subring” means
“unital subring” (that is, if we state that a ring R is a subring of some ring T we mean that R shares
the same multiplicative identity of T ) and all ring homomorphisms preserve multiplicative identity.
Given a ring R , we shall denote with SimpR a chosen irredundant set of representatives of all
simple right R-modules, while ProsimpR will be the subset of SimpR of representatives of all simple
and projective right R-modules. If any given set U of simple right R-modules turns out to be an
irredundant set of representatives of all simple right R modules, we shall summarize this fact by
writing U= SimpR .
Recall that the Loewy chain (or lower Loewy chain, according to some authors) of a right R-module
M is the non-decreasing chain of submodules (Socα(M))α0, parametrized over the ordinals, de-
ﬁned by the following rules: set Soc0(M) = 0 and, recursively, deﬁne Socα+1(M) in such a way that
Socα+1(M)/Socα(M) = Soc(M/Socα(M)) (we denote by Soc(M) the socle of M) for each ordinal α
and Socα(M) =⋃β<α Socβ(M) if α is a limit ordinal. The module M/Socα(M) is called the α-th
Loewy factor of M , the ﬁrst ordinal ξ such that Socξ (M) = Socξ+1(M) is called the Loewy length of M
(denoted by L(M)) and one says that M is semiartinian or a Loewy module if Socξ (M) = M . The ring R
is right semiartinian if the module RR is semiartinian or, equivalently, if every nonzero right R-module
contains a simple submodule; if it is the case, then each Socα(RR) is an ideal.
If R is a right semiartinian ring and M is some right R-module, we deﬁne the ordinal h(M) =
min{α | M · Socα(RR) = M}; clearly, when M is ﬁnitely generated h(M) is not a limit ordinal if. If
UR is simple and h(U ) = α + 1, then UR/Socα(RR ) is projective and α is the largest ordinal such that
HomR(U , R/Socα(RR)) 	= 0 (see [9, Theorem 1.3]) while, if R is regular, α is the unique ordinal with
this property.
1. Some preliminary notions on artinian partially ordered sets
Let I be a given partially ordered set. For every subset J ⊂ I deﬁne
{ J } := {k ∈ I | k j for al j ∈ J },
{ J } := {k ∈ I | j  k for al j ∈ J };
thus the notations { i} and {i } have an obvious meaning for every element i ∈ I . A lower subset
(resp. upper subset) of a poset I is a subset J ⊂ I such that if j ∈ J , then { j} ⊂ J (resp. { j } ⊂ J ). In
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of I which contain a given subset K ⊂ I . We denote by ⇑I (resp. ⇓I) the set of all upper subsets (resp.
lower subsets) of I; both ⇑I and ⇓I are complete and distributive lattices and the map J → I \ J is
an anti-isomorphism from ⇑I to ⇓I .
For every subset J of I let us denote by J1 the set of all minimal elements of J . We recall that
the dual classical Krull ﬁltration of a poset I is the ascending chain (Iα)0α of subsets of I deﬁned as
follows (see [3]):
I0 := ∅,
Iα+1 := Iα ∪ (I \ Iα)1 for all α,
Iα :=
⋃
β<α
Iβ if α is a limit ordinal.
Clearly there exists a smallest ordinal ξ such that Iξ+1 = Iξ ; moreover I is artinian (i.e. it satisﬁes
the DCC or, equivalently, every chain of I is well ordered) if and only if I = Iξ and, in this case,
the ordinal ξ is called the dual classical Krull dimension of I . In the sequel we shall make use of the
following further notations: for every ordinal α
I••α := I \ Iα, I•α+1 := (I \ Iα)1.
Observe that Iα is a lower subset, while I••α is an upper subset. If I is artinian, then it is clear that{I•α+1 | α < ξ} is a partition of I and
Iα =
⋃
β<α
I•β+1
for all α < ξ ; we will often call I•α+1 the (α + 1)-th layer of I . A similar notion is introduced in
E. Harzheim book [18] where, given a ﬁnite poset I , for every positive integer n the n-level Ln of I is
deﬁned exactly as our n-th layer. Of course, every subset of an artinian poset is artinian with respect
to the induced partial order.
Proposition 1.1. If J is a lower subset of an artinian poset I , then
Jα = J ∩ Iα for every ordinal α.
Proof. It is obvious that J0 = J ∩ I0. Take any ordinal α > 0 and assume inductively that Jβ = J ∩ Iβ
for every β < α. If α is a limit ordinal, then one immediately infers that Jα = J ∩ Iα . Suppose that
α = β + 1 for some β . From the inductive hypothesis it follows easily that J \ Jβ = J ∩ (I \ Iβ) and
then ( J \ Jβ)1 ⊂ J ∩ (I \ Iβ)1, because J is a lower subset of I . As a result we obtain:
Jβ+1 = Jβ ∪ ( J \ Jβ)1 = ( J ∩ Iβ) ∪
[
J ∩ (I \ Iβ)1
]= J ∩ [Iβ ∪ (I \ Iβ)1]= J ∩ Iβ+1,
as wanted. 
If I is any partially ordered class, Gary Brookﬁeld deﬁnes in [13] the minimum length function
λI : I → Ord as follows: for every i ∈ I
λI (i) :=min
{
λ( j)
∣∣ λ is a length function on I},
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length function. It turns out that if I is an artinian poset, then I admits a length function and λI can
be deﬁned recursively as follows: for every i ∈ I
λI (i) =
{
0 if i is a minimal element of I,
sup{λI ( j) + 1 | j < i} otherwise (1.1)
(see [13, Proposition 3.9]).
Proposition 1.2. Let I be an artinian poset, whose dual classical Krull dimension is ξ , and let i ∈ I . Then for
every ordinal α we have
λI (i) = α if and only if i ∈ I•α+1. (1.2)
Consequently λI (I) is an ordinal and
λI (I) = ξ. (1.3)
Proof. Denoting by P (α) the statement (1.2), we see that P (0) is obviously true. Given an ordinal
α > 0, assume that P (β) is true whenever β < α. Suppose that λI (i) = α and let γ be the unique
ordinal such that i ∈ I•γ+1. Necessarily α  γ by the inductive hypothesis, therefore i ∈ I••α . Assume
that i /∈ I•α+1, that is, i is not a minimal element of I••α . Then there would be some j ∈ I••α such that
j < i and hence λI ( j) < λI (i) = α. Using the inductive hypothesis we would get j ∈ I•λI ( j)+1 ∩ I••α = ∅:
a contradiction. Hence i ∈ I•α+1. Conversely, suppose that the latter condition holds. If j < i, then
j ∈ Iα and so there is some β < α such that j ∈ I•β+1. As a consequence it follows from the inductive
hypothesis that λI ( j) = β < α and hence λI ( j)+ 1 α, showing that λI (i) α. It is not the case that
λI (i) < α otherwise, again from the inductive hypothesis we would get i ∈ I•α+1 ∩ I•λI (i)+1 = ∅. We
conclude that λI (i) = α, namely that P (α) holds and this shows the ﬁrst part of the proposition.
Now, by the assumption we have that
I =
⋃
α<ξ
I•α+1.
If α < ξ , namely α ∈ ξ , then I•α+1 is not empty and, by the above, λI (i) = α for every i ∈ I•α+1. Thus
ξ ⊂ λI (I). Conversely, if α ∈ λI (I), that is α = λI (i) for some i ∈ I , again by the above we must have
that i ∈ I•α+1, therefore α < ξ . As a result λI (I) ⊂ ξ , which proves the equality (1.3). 
Notation 1.3. If I is an artinian poset and i ∈ I , we shall denote by λ(i) the ordinal λI (i) + 1; in
other words λ(i) will be the unique successor ordinal such that i ∈ I•
λ(i) . Of course, the map i → λ(i)
deﬁnes a particular length function λ : I → Ord; we call it the canonical length function, since it suits
our future purposes better than the minimal length function.
According to [13, Corollary 3.5], if I is an artinian poset and i ∈ I , then λI ( j) = λ{i}( j) for every
j ∈ { i}; thus, combining Proposition 1.2 with [13, Proposition 3.6] we obtain the following result.
Corollary 1.4. Let I be an artinian poset and let i ∈ I . Then for every ordinal α < λ(i) there exists an element
j ∈ I•α+1 such that j < i.
Remark 1.5. It is quite natural that sometimes authors working in different areas of Mathematics
concentrate the interest on the same object. As often happened, and continues to happen, according
tho the speciﬁc area in which it is considered that object gets different names. This is the case for
posets which satisfy DCC: ring theorists call them artinian posets, as we do, while set theorists, in
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quasi-ordered, or partially well-ordered the well-founded posets without inﬁnite antichains (see [18],
for instance).
2. The natural partial order of SimpR when R is a semiartinian regular ring
We recall that if R is any regular ring, then Soc(RR) = Soc( R R); in fact, every minimal right (or
left) ideal of R is generated by an idempotent and, for every idempotent e ∈ R , we have that eRR is
simple if and only if R Re is simple. By a straightforward induction it follows also that Socα(RR) =
Socα( R R) for every ordinal α. Thus, when dealing with a regular ring R , there will be no ambiguity
in using the notations Soc(R) and Socα(R).
Throughout this section, if not otherwise speciﬁed, R will be a given semiartinian and regular ring
with Loewy length ξ and we set
Lα := Socα(R)
for every ordinal α. As a ﬁrst consequence it is easy to infer that if x ∈ R , then
h(xR) =min{α  ξ | x ∈ Lα}
and we write h(x) for h(xR) (see the introduction for the deﬁnition of the length function h). As
we anticipated in the introduction, by the regularity of R the correspondence U → rR(U ) deﬁnes an
order isomorphism from the set SimpR , equipped with the natural partial order introduced in [11],
to the set PrimR of all primitive ideals ordered by inclusion; this latter is then an artinian poset in
which every maximal chain has a maximum. The hypothesis of regularity of R allows to give the
following characterizations of the natural partial order of SimpR , in addition to those we gave in
[11, Theorem 2.2].
Theorem 2.1. Let R be a semiartinian and regular ring and let U , V be simple right R-modules such that
α + 1= h(U ) < β + 1= h(V ). Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) U ≺ V .
(2) If y ∈ Lβ+1 \ Lβ is such that (yR + Lβ+1)/Lβ  V , then
Un  (yR + Lα+1)/Lα for every positive integer n.
(3) If y ∈ Lβ+1 \ Lβ is such that (yR + Lβ+1)/Lβ  V , then for every positive integer n there is x ∈ Lα+1 \ Lα
such that (xR + Lα+1)/Lα  U and
(xR)n  yR
(here (xR)n stands for the direct sum of n copies of xR).
(4) If y ∈ Lβ+1 \ Lβ is such that (yR + Lβ+1)/Lβ  V , then there is x ∈ Lα+1 \ Lα such that (xR + Lα+1)/
Lα  U and
RxR ⊂ RyR.
The above elements x, y can be chosen to be idempotent.
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) Assume (1), take y ∈ Lβ+1 \ Lβ with (yR + Lβ+1)/Lβ  V , set A = (yR + Lα+1)/Lα
and note that U  A by [11, Theorem 2.2]. Let B = A∩TrR/Lα (U ) and suppose that B is ﬁnitely gener-
ated. Then A = B⊕C for some C  A and there is an idempotent z ∈ R such that C = (zR+ Lα+1)/Lα .
Observing that B = BLβ , we infer that V  A/ALβ  (B/BLβ)⊕ (C/CLβ) = (C/CLβ)  (zR+ Lβ+1)/Lβ ;
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with (1), taking [11, Theorem 2.2] into account. Thus (2) holds.
(2) ⇒ (3) Suppose (2), let y be as in (3) and choose u ∈ Lα+1 \ Lα with uR/uLα 
(uR + Lα+1)/Lα  U . As U  (yR + Lα+1)/Lα  yR/yLα , it follows from [21, Proposition 2.20] that
uR = xR ⊕ x′R , where xR  yR and x′R ⊂ Lα . Thus xR/xLα  U and (3) is true with n = 1. Let n 1
and assume that (uR)n  yR for some u ∈ R such that uR/uLα  U . Then yR = y′R ⊕ y′′R , where
y′R  (uR)n ⊂ Lβ and therefore y′′R/y′′Lβ  V . By the inductive hypothesis uR/uLα  U  y′′R/y′′Lα
and, using again [21, Proposition 2.20] we infer that uR = xR ⊕ x′R , where xR  y′′R and x′R ⊂ Lα .
As a result we get
(xR)n+1 = (xR)n ⊕ xR  (uR)n ⊕ xR  y′R ⊕ y′′R = yR
and xR/xLα  U .
(3) ⇒ (4) Let x, y be as in (3), with n = 1. Then the regularity of R implies that there is an
R-module epimorphism from yR to xR , hence RxR = TrR(xR) ⊂ TrR(yR) = RyR .
(4) ⇒ (1) Take x, y as in (4) and observe that, consequently,
TrR/Lα (U ) = (R/Lα)(x+ Lα)(R/Lα) ⊂ (R/Lα)(y + Lα)(R/Lα)
= TrR/Lα
(
(yR + Lα+1)/Lα
)
.
Inasmuch as U is R/Lα-projective, we infer that HomR(U , (yR + Lα+1)/Lα) 	= 0 and hence U ≺ V by
[11, Proposition 2.1]. 
It is a trivial observation that the map U → h(U ) deﬁnes a length function on SimpR and
λ(U ) h(U ) for all U ∈ SimpR , (2.1)
where U → λ(U ) is the canonical length function on SimpR (Notation 1.3). The inequality in (2.1) may
be strict. For example, given any successor ordinal ξ , there exists a regular and semiartinian ring R
with Loewy length ξ and having all primitive factors artinian (see [17] and [8]); in this case every
element of SimpR is maximal (see [11, Corollary 4.8]), that is SimpR is an antichain and, if ξ > 1,
for every ordinal α such that 1  α < ξ there are inﬁnitely many U ∈ SimpR with h(U ) = α, while
λ(U ) = 1 for every U ∈ SimpR . Thus, while simple projective modules are always minimal elements
of SimpR , there may exist non-projective minimal simple modules (see also Example 2.8, Section 3).
We now investigate when the inequality (2.1) is actually an equality. First a general result.
Proposition and Deﬁnition 2.2. If R is a regular and semiartinian ring R then, with the above notations, the
following conditions are equivalent:
(1) λ(U ) = h(U ) for every U ∈ SimpR .
(2) For every ordinal α the following equality holds:
(SimpR)α = {U ∈ SimpR | U Lα = U }. (2.2)
(3) For every ordinal α the following equality holds:
ProsimpR/Lα = (SimpR/Lα )1. (2.3)
If any, and hence all of the above conditions holds, then we say that R iswell behaved.
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(SimpR)a =
{
U ∈ SimpR
∣∣ λ(U ) α},
{U ∈ SimpR | U Lα = U } =
{
U ∈ SimpR
∣∣ h(U ) α},
the ﬁrst of which follows from Proposition 1.2. Thus, since λ(U )  h(U ) for every U ∈ SimpR , the
equivalence between (1) and (2) easily follows.
(2) ⇒ (3) Given any ordinal α, it follows from (2) that
ProsimpR/Lα =
{
U ∈ SimpR
∣∣ h(U ) = α + 1}
= {U ∈ SimpR ∣∣ λ(U ) = α + 1}
= (SimpR)•α+1
= (SimpR \ (SimpR)α)1
= (SimpR/Lα )1,
hence the equality (2.3) holds.
(3) ⇒ (2) Assume (1), let P (α) denote the property
(SimpR)α = {U ∈ SimpR | U Lα = U }
and let us prove that P (α) is true for every ordinal α. If α = 0, then P (α) is merely the equality
∅ = ∅. Given an ordinal α > 0, assume that P (β) holds for every β < α. If α is a limit ordinal, then
P (α) follows from the fact that Lα =⋃β<α Lβ . Assume that α = β + 1 for some β . Then we have
(SimpR)β+1 = (SimpR)β ∪
(
SimpR \ (SimpR)β
)
1
= {U ∈ SimpR | U Lβ = U } ∪ (SimpR/Lβ )1
= {U ∈ SimpR | U Lβ = U } ∪ ProsimpR/Lβ
= {U ∈ SimpR | U Lβ+1 = U },
proving the equality (2.2). 
There are at least three interesting situations in which a regular and semiartinian ring R turns out
to be well behaved. The ﬁrst two are certain ﬁniteness conditions on the poset SimpR and are the
subject of the remaining part of the present section; the third one is connected with a comparability
condition and will be discussed in Section 4.
Lemma 2.3. Let R be a regular and semiartinian ring and let U , V ∈ SimpR be such that h(U ) < h(V ). If U , V
are not comparable and x is an idempotent such that (xR+ Lh(V )−1)/Lh(V )−1  V , then there is a nonnegative
integer n and two orthogonal idempotents y, z such that xR = yR⊕zR and satisfying the following conditions:
(yR + Lh(V )−1)/Lh(V )−1  V , (2.4)
(zR + Lh(U )−1)/Lh(U )−1  Un, (2.5)
U 	 (yR + Lh(U )−1)/Lh(U )−1. (2.6)
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imbeds, necessarily as a direct summand, into (xR + Lh(U )−1)/Lh(U )−1. By the regularity of R , there
are orthogonal idempotents y, z such that xR = yR ⊕ zR and (2.5) holds. Now (2.4) follows since
z ∈ Lh(U )−1 and the choice of n guarantees that (2.6) holds as well. 
Proposition 2.4. Let R be a regular and semiartinian ring. If the layer (SimpR)
•
α is ﬁnite for every α, then R is
well behaved.
Proof. Given an ordinal α, let P (α) denote the following property:
if U ∈ SimpR and h(U ) = α + 1, then λ(U ) = h(U ).
Our task is to show that P (α) is true for every α. Without the regularity hypothesis on R , we al-
ready know that P (0) holds. Thus, given an ordinal α > 0, suppose inductively that P (β) holds
whenever β < α, take U ∈ SimpR such that h(U ) = α + 1 and assume that λ(U ) = β + 1 < α + 1.
It follows from the inductive assumption that ProsimpR/Lβ is contained in the (β + 1)-th layer
(SimpR)
•
β+1 to which U belongs, consequently V 	 U for all V ∈ ProsimpR/Lβ . On the other hand,
by the hypothesis (SimpR)
•
β+1 is ﬁnite, therefore, by applying ﬁnite induction and Lemma 2.3, we
obtain that there exists an idempotent y ∈ R such that (yR + Lα)/Lα  U and V 	 (yR + Lβ)/Lβ for
every V ∈ ProsimpR/Lβ . Inasmuch as the trace of ProsimpR/Lβ in R/Lβ equals the socle and, whence,
is essential, we infer that (yR + Lβ)/Lβ = 0 and so y ∈ Lβ . This contradicts the assumption that
h(U ) = α + 1> β . We conclude that λ(U ) = α + 1 and this shows that P (α) is true. 
There is a natural way to link the ideal structure of a regular and semiartinian ring R and the
order structure of SimpR . Indeed, observe that if H is an ideal of R , then SimpR/H is an upper subset
of SimpR , so that we may consider the decreasing map
Φ : L2(R) −→ ⇑SimpR
deﬁned by Φ(H) = SimpR/H . This map is injective and has as a left inverse the map
Ψ : ⇑SimpR −→ L2(R)
deﬁned by Ψ (S) =⋂{rR(U ) | U ∈ S}. In fact, it is clear that Φ(H) ⊃ Φ(K ) whenever H ⊂ K . Inasmuch
as R is regular, then every ideal of R is the intersection of all primitive ideals containing it. Thus,
given H ∈ L2(R), we have
Ψ
(
Φ(H)
)= Ψ (SimpR/H ) =⋂{rR(U ) ∣∣ U ∈ SimpR/H}
=
⋂{
rR(U )
∣∣ U ∈ SimpR and UH = 0}= H .
Deﬁnition 2.5. We say that R is very well behaved in case Φ and Ψ are anti-isomorphisms each inverse
of the other.
If SimpR has no inﬁnite antichains, then R is very well behaved; this is a particular case of
[11, Theorem 4.5], because all ideals of a regular ring are left pure. In general, as we are going to
see the property of being R very well behaved entails a ﬁniteness condition on the poset SimpR . We
can see it at ﬁrst in case R has all primitive factor rings artinian.
Proposition 2.6. If R is a semiartinian and regular ring with all right primitive factor rings artinian, then R is
very well behaved if and only if R is semisimple.
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proper upper subset of SimpR . Since we have
Ψ (ProsimpR) = 0= Ψ (SimpR),
it follows that Φ is not an anti-isomorphism. 
Proposition 2.7. Let R be a regular and semiartinian ring. If R is very well behaved, then the following prop-
erties hold:
(1) Every factor ring of R is very well behaved.
(2) R is well behaved and SimpR has ﬁnitely many maximal elements.
Proof. (1) Let H be an ideal of R , let S be an upper subset of SimpR/H and let U ∈ SimpR ,
V ∈ S be such that V  U . Then UH = 0, therefore U ∈ SimpR/H and hence U ∈ S. We infer that
⇑SimpR/H ⊂ ⇑SimpR . As a consequence, the restrictions of Φ and Ψ to {H ⊂} and ⇑SimpR/H ,
respectively, deﬁne an anti-isomorphism from {H ⊂} to ⇑SimpR/H . As a result, the assignment
K/H → SimpR/K is an anti-isomorphism from L2(R/H) to ⇑SimpR/H , meaning that R/H is very
well behaved.
(2) We claim that if R is very well behaved, then ProsimpR = (SimpR)1. Indeed, by setting S =
{ProsimpR }, we have that Ψ (S) = 0 and consequently
S= Φ(Ψ (S))= Φ(0) = SimpR .
As a result, for every U ∈ SimpR we have that λ(U ) = 1 implies h(U ) = 1, proving our claim. Given
any ordinal α, according to (1) the ring R/Lα is very well behaved and we infer from the above that
ProsimpR/Lα = (SimpR/Lα )1. Thus R is well behaved.
Finally, if M is the set of all maximal elements of SimpR and H = Ψ (M), then R/H is very well
behaved and has all primitive factor rings artinian. Thus R/H is semisimple by Proposition 2.6 and so
M is ﬁnite. 
The two conditions in property (2) of the previous proposition are actually independent and, even
together, do not imply that R is very well behaved; moreover a factor ring of a well behaved ring need
not be well behaved. We illustrate all this with the next example, which also shows that the reverse
of Proposition 2.4 does not hold; however we have to wait till the last section (see Theorem 9.5,
properties (7) and (8)) in order to see that there exists a regular and semiartinian ring R such that
each layer (SimpR)α is ﬁnite for every α, but SimpR has inﬁnitely many maximal elements, so that
R is well behaved but is not very well behaved.
Example 2.8. There exists an indecomposable, semiartinian and regular ring R , together with a semi-
artinian and regular subring S , satisfying the following conditions:
(1) Both SimpR and SimpS have ﬁnitely many maximal elements.
(2) R is well behaved but not very well behaved.
(3) S is not well behaved and is isomorphic to a factor ring of R .
Proof. Given a ﬁeld F , let us consider the ring Q = CFMN∗(F ) and remember that Soc(Q ) =
FRN∗(F ) consists of all matrices with ﬁnitely many nonzero rows. By setting X = {2,4,6, . . .} and
Y = {1,3,5, . . .}, for the purposes of the example we want to build it is convenient to view the
elements of Q as blocked matrices of the form
(
A B
C D
)
, where A ∈ CFMX (F ), B ∈ CFMX,Y (F ),
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sider the idempotents v,w ∈ T deﬁned by
vn =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 0 0 . . . 0 0 0 . . .
0 1 0 . . . 0 0 0 . . .
0 0 1 . . . 0 0 0 . . .
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
...
. . .
0 0 0 . . . 1 0 0 . . .
0 0 0 . . . 0 0 0 . . .
0 0 0 . . . 0 0 0 . . .
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
...
. . .
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, wn =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 0 0 . . . 0 0 0 . . .
0 0 0 . . . 0 0 0 . . .
0 0 0 . . . 0 0 0 . . .
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
...
. . .
0 0 0 . . . 0 0 0 . . .
0 0 0 . . . 0 1 0 . . .
0 0 0 . . . 0 0 1 . . .
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
...
. . .
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
for all n > 0; note that v,w are orthogonal and v + w = 1T . Given A ∈ CFMX (F ), let us deﬁne the
element xA ∈ T by setting (xA)n =
(
A 0
0 0
)
for all n > 0 and set
K := {xA ∣∣ A ∈ CFMX (F )}.
Next, for every n > 0 let Ln be the subset of T of those elements x such that xm = 0 if m 	= n and
xn =
(
0 0
0 D
)
for some D ∈ CFMY (F ). Now it is immediate to check that v F , wF , K and L :=⊕n>o Ln
are independent F -subspaces of T and
R := v F ⊕ wF ⊕ K ⊕ L
is a regular subring of T . It can be seen easily that K , L1, L2, . . . are minimal ideals of R which are
the traces of pairwise non-isomorphic simple projective right R-modules U0,U1,U2, . . . respectively;
moreover
Soc(R) = K ⊕ L and R/Soc(R)  F × F ,
therefore R is semiartinian with Loewy length 2. Easy computations show that
vR + Soc(R) = v F ⊕ Soc(R), wR + Soc(R) = wF ⊕ Soc(R)
are ideals of R and
V := (v F ⊕ Soc(R))/Soc(R)  R/(wF ⊕ Soc(R)),
W := (wF ⊕ Soc(R))/Soc(R)  R/(v F ⊕ Soc(R))
are non-isomorphic simple right R modules, which are the maximal elements of SimpR . Now observe
that, given n > 0, a,b ∈ F , k ∈ K and l ∈ L, the element x = va + wb + k + l annihilates Un if and
only if b = 0 and ln = −(va)n . We infer that rR(Un) ⊂ rR(W ) but rR(Un) 	⊂ rR(V ). On the other side x
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that the Hasse diagram of SimpR is
V
U0 U1 U2 . . . Un . . .
. . . . . .
W





and R is well behaved. If we take S = {W ,U1,U2, . . .}, then S is an upper subset of SimpR and
rR(S) = K . However SimpR/K = {V ,W ,U1,U2, . . .}  S, therefore R is not very well behaved.
Next, let us consider the subring
S := v F ⊕ wF ⊕ L
of R , which is clearly isomorphic to the factor ring R/K . We see easily that in the poset SimpS
we have λ(V ) = 1, but h(V ) = 2. Thus S is not well behaved, yet SimpS has ﬁnitely many maximal
elements. Finally, both R and S are indecomposable rings, because 0 and 1 are the only central
idempotents of R . 
3. Connected components of SimpR
Let I be a poset. Given i, j ∈ I , let us write i  j to mean that either i  j, or i  j, and write i ∼ j
to mean that there are k0,k1, . . . ,kn ∈ I such that
i = k0  k1  · · ·  kn = j.
Then ∼ is the smallest equivalence relation in I containing the partial order of I . The elements of I/∼
are called the connected components of I; let us call the canonical partition of SimpR the factor set
SimpR/∼. There is a natural link between the connected components of SimpR and central idempo-
tents of R . First note that, without any assumption on the ring R , for every complete set {e1, . . . , en}
of pairwise orthogonal and central idempotents of R the set
{Simpe1R , . . . ,SimpenR} (3.1)
is a partition of SimpR ; in our present context, in which R is semiartinian and regular, this parti-
tion is always coarser or equal to the canonical partition. To see this, it is suﬃcient to note that
if U ∈ Simpei R and V ∈ Simpe j R with i 	= j, then rR(U ) 	⊂ rR(V ), meaning that U  V is false and
therefore U ∼ V is false too. In particular, if SimpR consists of a single connected component, then
R is indecomposable as ring, while the converse may fail; in fact Example 2.8 displays two inde-
composable semiartinian and regular rings R and S for which both SimpR and SimpS consist of two
connected components.
As we are going to see, if ProsimpR is ﬁnite, then there is a complete set {e1, . . . , en} of pairwise
orthogonal and central idempotents of R such that (3.1) coincides with the canonical partition.
Proposition 3.1. Let R be a semiartinian and regular ring. Then SimpR has ﬁnitely many minimal elements if
and only if ProsimpR is ﬁnite. If it is the case, then ProsimpR coincides with the set of all minimal elements
of SimpR and there is a complete set {e1, . . . , en} of pairwise orthogonal and central idempotents such that
(3.1) coincides with the canonical partition; in particular each ei R is an indecomposable ring.
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thus the “only if” part is obvious. Suppose that ProsimpR is ﬁnite, let U be a minimal element of
SimpR and suppose that U is not projective. Then h(U ) = α + 1 for some α > 0 and, by applying
ﬁnite induction and Lemma 2.3, we infer that there is some y ∈ Lα+1 such that yR/yLα  U and
HomR(P , yR) = 0 for every P ∈ ProsimpR . But this means that yR ∩ Soc(R) = 0, which is a contra-
diction since Soc(R) is essential as a right ideal and y 	= 0.
Assume now that ProsimpR is ﬁnite and let {S1, . . . ,Sn} be the canonical partition of SimpR . For
every i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} and U ∈ Si , by applying again ﬁnite induction and Lemma 2.3 we can choose an
idempotent yU ∈ Lh(U ) which satisﬁes the following conditions:
yU R/yU Lh(U )−1  U ,
HomR(P , yU R) = 0 for all P ∈ ProsimpR such that P /∈ Si .
We may then consider the ideal Ri =∑{RyU R | U ∈ Si} and it is clear that U = U (RyU R) = U Ri . We
claim that R decomposes as
R = R1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Rn. (3.2)
First, since R is regular, in order to prove that the sum R1 + · · · + Rn is direct it is suﬃcient to
show that if i 	= j, then Ri R j = 0. Thus, take U ∈ Si and V ∈ S j with i 	= j. If K is a simple right
ideal contained in yU R , then K  P for a unique P ∈ ProsimpR . Necessarily P ∈ Si and therefore
HomR(P , yV R) = 0. By using the fact that Soc(R) is projective, we infer that
Soc(RyU R)Soc(RyV R) = Soc(RyU R) ∩ Soc(RyV R) = 0
and hence (RyU R)(RyV R) = (RyU R) ∩ (RyV R) = 0 by the essentiality of the socle. Finally, since U =
U (R1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Rn) for every simple module UR , we conclude that the equality (3.2) holds. There is a
complete set {e1, . . . , en} of pairwise orthogonal and central idempotents such that ei R = Ri for al i
and it follows from the above that Simpei R = Si for all i. 
Remark 3.2. It is worth of note that the assumption of regularity of the ring R cannot be dropped in
Proposition 3.1. Indeed, with [11, Example 4.8] we presented an indecomposable Artinian algebra R
for which SimpR consists of two connected components; yet, SimpR is ﬁnite.
4. Comparability
We keep the same setting and notations of the previous section. In the literature on regular rings
we ﬁnd two conditions involving comparability between principal right ideals which play a central
role in the structure theory of these rings. Precisely, a regular ring R satisﬁes the comparability axiom
if, given x, y ∈ R , one has that either xR  yR or yR  xR , while R satisﬁes the general comparability
axiom if, given x, y ∈ R , there exists some central idempotent e such that exR  eyR and (1− e)yR 
(1 − e)xR (see [21]). An additional axiom, which makes sense when R is semiartinian and regular,
was introduced in [10]: R satisﬁes the restricted comparability axiom if, given x, y ∈ R , the condition
h(x) < h(y) implies that xR  yR . Comparability implies general comparability. If R is a regular and
semiartinian ring satisfying comparability, then it satisﬁes also restricted comparability. Indeed, if
x, y ∈ R with h(x) < h(y), it is not the case that yR  xR otherwise, since x ∈ Lh(x) , it would follow
that y ∈ Lh(x) too, that is h(y)  h(x). Thus xR  yR . As we know from Theorem 2.1, the natural
partial order of SimpR can be expressed in terms of the existence of an imbedding between certain
principal right ideals; thus, it appears quite natural to ask if, given a semiartinian and regular ring R ,
there is any relationship between the above axioms and properties of the poset SimpR . The results
which follow give some answer to this question.
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if and only if the following condition holds:
for every U , V ∈ SimpR , if h(U ) < h(V ), then U ≺ V . (4.1)
In particular R satisﬁes the comparability axiom if and only if SimpR is a chain. If R satisﬁes the restricted
comparability axiom, then R is well behaved.
Proof. The “only if” part follows immediately from Theorem 2.1. In order to prove the “if” part, we
ﬁrst observe that, for every ordinal α, the Loewy chain of the ring R/Lα is (Lγ /Lα)αγ and each
primitive ideal of R/Lα has the form P/Lα for a unique primitive ideal P of R . Consequently, if R
satisﬁes (4.1), then the same holds for R/Lα . Given an ordinal α, let P (α) denote the sentence
“If x, y ∈ R and α + 1= h(x) < h(y), then xR  yR”.
Then the proof of the ﬁrst part of the proposition will be complete once we have shown that P (α)
is true for every ordinal α. Let y ∈ R be such that h(y) = β + 1. Then there is a decomposition
yR = y1R ⊕ · · · ⊕ ynR , where each yi R/yi Lβ is simple and h(yi R/yi Lβ) = β + 1. If x ∈ L1 = Soc(R),
namely h(x) = 1, then xR = P1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Pm , where each P j is simple with h(P j) = 1. Thus, given
j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, it follows from the assumption that P j ≺ yi R/yi Lβ and we infer
from Theorem 2.1 that Pkj  yi R for every positive integer k. This is enough to infer that xR  yR
and so the statement P (0) is true. Next, given an ordinal a > 0, assume that P (β) is true for every
β < α and take x, y ∈ R such that α +1= h(x) < h(y). Then 0 	= x+ Lα ∈ Lα+1/Lα = Soc(R/Lα), while
y + Lα /∈ Soc(R/Lα). Since the ring R/Lα satisﬁes (4.1), we can apply the above argument and infer
that xR/xLα  yR/yLα . It follows from [21, Proposition 2.20] that there are x′, x′′ ∈ xR , y′, y′′ ∈ yR
and decompositions
xR = x′R ⊕ x′′R, yR = y′R ⊕ y′′R,
where x′R  y′R and x′′ ∈ Lα . Necessarily h(y′′) = h(y) and, since h(x′′)  α, it follows that h(x′′) <
h(x) < h(y) = h(y′′). From the inductive hypothesis we infer that x′′R  y′′R and therefore xR  yR .
We conclude that P (α) is true.
If R satisﬁes the comparability axiom, then L2(R) is a chain by [21, Proposition 8.5]. Consequently
PrimR is a chain as well and so is SimpR . Conversely, if this latter condition holds, then L2(R) is a
chain because every ideal of R is the intersection of primitive ideals. The proof that, consequently, R
satisﬁes the comparability axiom is identical to the proof of [10, Proposition 4].
Assume that R satisﬁes the restricted comparability axiom. If U ∈ SimpR and h(U ) = 1, then U
is minimal and so λ(U ) = 1. Given a successor ordinal α + 1, assume that λ(U ) = h(U ) whenever
h(U ) < α + 1, let U ∈ SimpR be such that h(U ) = α + 1 and suppose that λ(U ) < h(U ). Inasmuch
as λ(U ) is a successor ordinal less than the Loewy length of R , there exists V ∈ SimpR such that
h(V ) = λ(U ) and, from the inductive hypothesis, we have that λ(V ) = h(V ) = λ(U ). Thus U and V
are not comparable. On the other hand, let x ∈ Lα+1 \ Lα be such that xR/xLα+1  U and chose
y ∈ Lh(V ) \ Lh(V )−1 such that yR/yLh(V )−1  V . Since h(V ) < α + 1, by the hypothesis yR  xR and
we infer that HomR(V , xR/xLh(V )−1) 	= 0. It follows from Theorem 2.1 that V ≺ U : a contradiction.
We conclude that λ(U ) = h(U ) and the proof is complete. 
Proposition 4.2. Let R be a semiartinian and regular ring. If R satisﬁes the general comparability axiom, then
SimpR is the union of pairwise disjoint maximal chains. Conversely, if SimpR is the union of ﬁnitely many
pairwise disjoint maximal chains, then R satisﬁes the general comparability axiom and is well behaved.
Proof. Inasmuch as SimpR is artinian, it is suﬃcient to show that {U } is a chain whenever U is a
minimal element of SimpR . However this follows from [21, Theorem 8.20], combined with Proposi-
tion 4.1, since rR(U ) is a prime ideal for every U ∈ SimpR .
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{S1, . . . ,Sn}, which are necessarily the connected components of SimpR . Then ProsimpR is ﬁnite and,
according to Proposition 3.1, R decomposes as in (3.2), where every Ri is a semiartinian and regular
ring such that SimpRi is a chain. By Proposition 4.1 every Ri satisﬁes the comparability axiom, there-
fore R satisﬁes the general comparability axiom. Now, observe that if U ∈ SimpR , then U = U Ri for
a unique i, while U R j = 0 if j 	= i. Consequently, since each ring Ri well behaved by Proposition 4.1
and
Socα(R) = Socα(R1) ⊕ · · · ⊕ Socα(Rn)
for every ordinal α, it is an easy matter to conclude that R is well behaved. 
The following example shows that it is not possible to remove the ﬁniteness condition from Propo-
sition 4.2.
Example 4.3. There exists a semiartinian and regular ring R , with Loewy length 2 and all primitive
factors artinian (hence SimpR is the union of pairwise disjoint maximal chains), which does not
satisfy the general comparability axiom.
Proof. Given a ﬁeld F , set Rn = M2(F ) for every positive integer n and consider the following regular
subring of the direct product T =∏n>0 Rn:
R = K ⊕ L ⊕
(⊕
n>0
Rn
)
,
where
K = {k ∈ T ∣∣ there is a ∈ F such that kn = ( a 00 0
)
for all n > 0
}
,
L = {l ∈ T ∣∣ there is a ∈ F such that ln = ( 0 00 a
)
for all n > 0
}
.
We observe that
Soc(R) =
⊕
n>0
Rn and R/Soc(R)  F × F ,
therefore R is semiartinian with Loewy length 2 and has all primitive factors artinian. If we set
u = (( 1 0
0 0
)
,
( 1 0
0 0
)
, . . .
)
, v = (( 0 0
0 1
)
,
( 0 0
0 1
)
, . . .
)
,
then
U = (uR + Soc(R))/Soc(R) and V = (vR + Soc(R))/Soc(R)
are non-isomorphic simple R-modules and SimpR/Soc(R) = {U , V }. Now an idempotent e ∈ Soc(R) is
central if and only if all its nonzero coordinates equal
( 1 0
0 1
)
, while all remaining central idempotents
of R are of the form 1 − e, where e is a central idempotent of Soc(R). If e is a central idempotent
of Soc(R), then it is clear that euR  evR , but if (1 − e)vR were subisomorphic to (1 − e)uR , since
(1− e)v and (1− e)u do not belong to Soc(R), we would get
V = ((1− e)vR + Soc(R))/Soc(R) ((1− e)uR + Soc(R))/Soc(R) = U ,
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does not satisfy the general comparability axiom. 
5. A very special well ordered chain of subrings ofCFMX (D)
With this section we begin the setup which will bring us to the construction of regular and semi-
artinian rings, starting from an artinian poset. We set the scenario by taking a ring D (although our
ﬁnal concern will be the case in which D is a division ring, unless otherwise stated we do not assume
anything about D , apart associativity and presence of a multiplicative identity), a transﬁnite ordinal
X and the ring Q = CFMX (D) of all X × X-matrices with entries in D whose columns have ﬁnite
support.
Notations 5.1. With the above setting, we adopt the following notations:
• We denote by 0 and 1 the zero and the unital matrices respectively.
• If a ∈ Q and x, y ∈ X , we use the symbol a(x, y) to denote the entry at the intersection of
the x-th row with the y-th column of a (i. e. the (x, y)-entry of a), instead of the more tra-
ditional symbol axy ; since we often use more complex arrays, other than single letters, in order
to designate the position of the entries of the matrices we deal with, our choice should guaran-
tee a better readability. If Y , Z ⊂ X , then a(Y , Z) is the (Y , Z)-block of a, that is the submatrix
(a(x, y))y∈Y ,z∈Z of a.
• For every Y ⊂ X , we denote with eY the idempotent diagonal matrix such that eY (x, x) is 1 if
x ∈ Y and is 0 otherwise. If x, y ∈ X , we write ex instead of e{x} , while ex,y stands for the matrix
whose (x, y)-entry is 1 and all others are zero; so, in particular ex = ex,x .
• FRX (D) and FMX (D) denote respectively the subset of Q of all matrices having only ﬁnitely
many nonzero rows and the subset of Q of all matrices having only ﬁnitely many nonzero entries.
FRX (D) is an ideal of Q which is of a special interest for us; as a right ideal, it is generated by
the set {ex | x ∈ X} of pairwise orthogonal idempotents and we have the equalities
exQ = exFRX (D), (5.1)
FRX (D) =
⊕
{ey Q | y ∈ X} = FRX (D)exFRX (D). (5.2)
Moreover FRX (D) is fully invariant; this follows from a more general result of Del Rìo and Simòn
(see [16, Lemma, 7]) although, for the case X = ω, it was a byproduct of a theorem of Camillo (see
[14] and [2]). As a consequence, if R is any ring and ϕ,ψ : Q → R are two ring isomorphisms,
then ϕ(FRX (D)) = ψ(FRX (D)); let’s say that the elements of this latter ideal are the ﬁnite-ranked
elements of R . If we consider a free module MD with a basis B of cardinality |X |, the map which
assigns to each endomorphism of M its associated matrix with respect to B is a ring isomorphism
from End(MD) to Q , which restricts to an isomorphism from the ideal of ﬁnite rank endomorphisms
to the ideal FRX (D). If D is a division ring (thus MD is a vector space), then it is well known that Q is
regular, left selﬁnjective and FRX (D) = Soc(Q ). We shall consider D as a subring of Q by identifying
each element of D with the corresponding scalar matrix in Q . We call D-subring of Q every (not
necessarily unital) subring S which is closed with respect to both right and left multiplication by
elements of D , namely it is a (D, D)-submodule of Q . Of course, if S is a D-subring of Q , then S
is a unital subring if and only if D ⊂ S; moreover every ideal of Q is a D-subring, while not every
subring (unital or not) is a D-subring. As far as FMX (D) is concerned, it is a left ideal of Q , which is
not a right ideal, and for every x ∈ X the following hold:
Q ex = FMX (D)ex, (5.3)
FMX (D) =
⊕
{Q ey | y ∈ X} = FMX (D)exFMX (D). (5.4)
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is a ﬁnite sum of matrices of the form dex,y = ex,yd for d ∈ D and x, y ∈ X .
Finally we observe that both FRX (D) and FMX (D) are pure as left ideals of Q ; indeed, if 0 	= a ∈
FRX (D) and Y is the subset of X of those x such that the x-th row of a is not zero, then eY ∈ FMX (D)
and a= eY a.
Given any ordinal ξ  X , our program in this section is to deﬁne a family (Qα)αξ of unital
subrings of Q having the following features: (a) if α < ξ , then Qα is isomorphic to Q , (b) by denoting
with Fα the ideal of Qα of all ﬁnite-ranked elements when α < ξ , then Q β ⊂ Qα and Q β ∩ Fα = 0
whenever α < β  ξ . Our construction heavily bears on ordinal arithmetic; however, since ordinal
arithmetic is not so frequently used in ring theory, we think useful to list here some of the basic facts
we shall use, omitting their proof (see [19] or [20], for example).
First recall that every ordinal α is just the set whose elements are all ordinals β such that β < α;
in particular α /∈ α, while β < α exactly means β ∈ α. An initial ordinal, that is an ordinal ℵ such
that |α| < |ℵ| for every ordinal α <ℵ, is called a cardinal number; for every set X there is a unique
cardinal ℵ such that |X | = |ℵ| and one writes |X | =ℵ.
Ordinal addition, multiplication and exponentiation are deﬁned as follows: given an ordinal α,
α + 0= α, α + 1 = α ∪ {α},
α + (β + 1) = (α + β) + 1 for every ordinal β,
α + β = sup{α + γ | γ < β} for every limit ordinal β 	= 0;
α • 0= 0,
α • (β + 1) = (α • β) + α for every ordinal β,
α • β = sup{α • γ | γ < β} for every limit ordinal β 	= 0;
α0 = 1,
αβ+1 = αβ • α for every ordinal β,
αβ = sup{αγ | γ < β} for every limit ordinal β 	= 0.
Ordinal arithmetic differs deeply from arithmetic of cardinals. For example, if ω =ℵ0, as ordinal ex-
ponential we have that 2ω = ω, while 2ω is uncountable if we consider cardinal exponentiation. Since
in our work we always use ordinal exponentiation, there will be no conﬂict with notations. Note that
α • β is isomorphic, as a well ordered set, to the direct product α × β with the antilexicographic
ordering. If α and β are ordinals such that α < β , then there exists a unique ordinal β − α such
that β = α + (β − α). It follows that if α < β < γ , then (β − α) + (γ − β) = γ − α. Addition and
multiplication are both associative but are not commutative; multiplication is distributive on the left
with respect to addition, but not on the right. All ordinals (resp. all nonzero ordinals) are left can-
cellable with respect to addition (resp. multiplication), but need not be right cancellable. If α,β,γ
are ordinals, then α < β if and only if γ +α < γ + β; if, in addition, γ 	= 0, then α < β if and only if
γ • α < γ • β .
By using the deﬁnitions and induction it is easy to show that:
0 • α = 0= α • 0 and 1 • α = α = α • 1 for every ordinal α;
moreover, if 1< α and 1< β , then α < α • β and β < α • β .
Proposition 5.2. If α, β , γ are ordinals with 1< γ , then α < β if and only if γ α < γ β .
It is immediate from the deﬁnition that β is a limit ordinal if and only if α+β is limit for every α.
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or β is limit.
Proposition 5.4. Given three ordinals α, β , γ 	= 0, the following equality holds:
γ α+β = γ α • γ β. (5.5)
Division with unique quotient and remainder between ordinals is possible “on the left”, as stated
in the proposition which follows. This possibility is actually the key of our construction; we will make
an extensive use of it without an explicit mention.
Proposition 5.5. Given two ordinals α, β1 with β1 	= 0, there are unique ordinals γ , α1 (called respectively
the quotient and the remainder of the division of α by β1) such that
α = β1 • γ + α1 and α1 < β1. (5.6)
Remark 5.6. Let β1, β2 be nonzero ordinals. Given an ordinal α < β1 • β2, it follows from Proposi-
tion 5.5 that there is a unique ordinal γ such that α belongs to the right open interval
[β1 • γ ,β1 • γ + β1) = {β1 • γ + α1 | α1 < β1};
necessarily γ < β2, for if γ  β2, then α < β1 • β2  β1 • β2 + α1  β1 • γ + α1 = α and hence a
contradiction. Thus the set {[β1 • γ ,β1 • γ + β1) | γ < β2} is a partition of β1 • β2. Also note that, for
every γ < β2, the assignment α1 → β1 • γ + α1 deﬁnes a bijection from β1 to [β1 • γ ,β1 • γ + β1).
These observations will be crucial for the construction which is the objective of our work.
Another feature we shall rely on is the following n-th iterate of Proposition 5.5.
Proposition 5.7. Let β1, . . . , βn be nonzero ordinals. For every ordinal α there are unique ordinals γ and
αk < βn−k+1 for k = 1, . . . ,n such that
α = β1 • · · · • βn • γ + β1 • · · · • βn−1 • α1 + · · · + β1 • αn−1 + αn (5.7)
and γ is the quotient of the division of α by β1 • · · · • βn. If βn+1 is another ordinal such that α < β1 • · · · •
βn • βn+1 , then γ < βn+1 .
Proof. If n = 1, the ﬁrst statement is merely Proposition 5.5 together with Remark 5.6. Suppose in-
ductively that the statement is true for some n 1 and consider n+ 1 ordinals β1, . . . , βn+1. Given α,
by Proposition 5.5 there are unique γ and δ < β1 • · · · • βn+1 such that
α = β1 • · · · • βn+1 • γ + δ. (5.8)
By the inductive hypothesis, there are α1 < βn+1,α2 < βn, . . . ,αn+1 < β1 such that
δ = β1 • · · · • βn • α1 + β1 • · · · • βn−1 • α2 + · · · + β1 • αn + αn+1.
As a result
α = β1 • · · · • βn+1 • γ + β1 • · · · • βn • α1 + · · · + β1 • αn + αn+1.
Suppose that also
α = β1 • · · · • βn+1 • γ ′ + β1 • · · · • βn • α′1 + · · · + β1 • α′n + α′n+1,
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addition, we infer from uniqueness of the quotient and remainder of the division of α by β1 that
αn+1 = α′n+1 and
β2 • · · · • βn+1 • γ + β2 • · · · • βn • α1 + · · · + αn
= β2 • · · · • βn+1 • γ ′ + β2 • · · · • βn • α′1 + · · · + α′n.
Again from the inductive hypothesis it follows that γ = γ ′ and αk = α′k for 1  k  n. Concerning
the last statement, if βn+1 is another ordinal such that α < β1 • · · · • βn • βn+1, then it follows from
Proposition 5.5 and Remark 5.6 that γ < βn+1 and the proof is complete. 
Proposition 5.8. Given an ordinal ξ and an inﬁnite cardinal ℵ such that ξ ℵ, if 0 < α  ξ then, as ordinal
exponential,
∣∣ℵα∣∣=ℵ.
Proof. The equality being obvious if α = 1, suppose that 1 < α  ξ and |ℵβ | = ℵ for all nonzero
β < α. If α = β + 1 for some β , then
∣∣ℵα∣∣= ∣∣ℵβ+1∣∣= ∣∣ℵβ •ℵ∣∣= ∣∣ℵβ ×ℵ∣∣= ∣∣ℵ×ℵ∣∣=ℵ.
If α is limit, then ℵα = sup{ℵβ | β < α} =⋃{ℵβ | β < α}, therefore
∣∣ℵα∣∣= sup({∣∣ℵβ ∣∣ ∣∣ β < α}∪ {|α|})=ℵ. 
In order to obtain results which are general enough to be readily used in the subsequent sections,
throughout the remaining part of this section we assume that
X =ℵξ • ,
where ℵ is a given inﬁnite cardinal,  is a second nonzero cardinal such that ℵ and ξ is an ordinal
such that ξ ℵ. We want to stress that we are using ordinal exponentiation and multiplication. It is
clear from Proposition 5.8 that |X | =ℵ.
We say that a partition P of X is an ℵ-partition if |Y | = ℵ for all Y ∈ P ; we denote by Pℵ(X)
the set of all such partitions. Given a cardinal ℵ′  ℵ, we say that a partition Q of X is ℵ′-coarser
than a partition P ∈ Pℵ(X) if each element of Q is the union of ℵ′ elements of P ; if it is the case,
then it is clear that Q ∈ Pℵ(X). Using the natural ordering and the arithmetical properties of ordinals
we can deﬁne a sequence of partitions {Pα | 0 < α  ξ} of the set X , in such a way that each Pα
is an ℵ-partition and Pβ is ℵ-coarser than Pα whenever 0 < α < β . Precisely, for every α  ξ and
λ <ℵξ−α •  let us consider in X the right open interval
Xα,λ :=
[ℵα • λ, ℵα • λ +ℵα)= {ℵα • λ + ρ ∣∣ ρ <ℵα}.
Observing that X =ℵα • (ℵξ−α • ), according to Remark 5.6 the set
Pα :=
{
Xα,λ
∣∣ λ <ℵξ−α • } (5.9)
is a partition of X and |Xα,λ| = |ℵα |, hence |Xα,λ| =ℵ by Proposition 5.8. Thus Pα is an ℵ-partition
of X . An element x ∈ X belongs to Xα,λ if and only if λ is the quotient of the division (on the left)
of x by ℵα . We can extend the deﬁnition of the partition Pα to the case α = 0 by observing that
X0,λ = {λ} for every λ <ℵξ • . Thus P0 is just the trivial partition of X in which each member is a
singleton.
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Xβ,λ =
⋃{
Xα, ℵβ−α•λ+μ
∣∣μ <ℵβ−α} (5.10)
for every λ <ℵξ−β • .
Proof. Given λ <ℵξ−β • , suppose that x ∈ Xβ,λ , namely x = ℵβ • λ + ρ for some ρ < ℵβ . Then it
follows from Proposition 5.7 that there are unique μ <ℵβ−α and σ <ℵα such that
x =ℵα •ℵβ−α • λ +ℵα •μ+ σ ∈ Xα,ℵβ−α•λ+μ.
Conversely, take any μ <ℵβ−α and observe that
Xα,ℵβ−α•λ+μ =
[ℵβ • λ +ℵα •μ,ℵβ • λ +ℵα •μ+ℵα).
Obviously ℵβ • λℵβ • λ +ℵα • μ; on the other hand, since μ <ℵβ−α and ℵβ−α is a limit ordinal
by Proposition 5.3, then μ+ 1<ℵβ−α and consequently
ℵβ • λ +ℵα •μ+ℵα =ℵβ • λ +ℵα • (μ+ 1) <ℵβ • λ +ℵα •ℵβ−α
=ℵβ • λ +ℵβ.
This shows that Xα,ℵβ−α•λ+μ ⊂ Xβ,λ , as wanted. 
Notation 5.10. Given x ∈ X and α  ξ , we shall denote by xα,q and xα,r respectively the quotient and
the remainder of the (left) division of x by ℵα , namely the unique ordinals such that xα,r <ℵα and
x =ℵα • xα,q + xα,r . (5.11)
Note that xα,q <ℵξ−α •  by Proposition 5.7.
Let us consider the ring Q = CFMX (D) and, for every α  ξ , let us consider the subset Qα of Q
consisting of those matrices a satisfying the following condition:
a(x, y) = δ(xα,r, yα,r)a
(ℵα • xα,q,ℵα • yα,q) for all x, y ∈ X (5.12)
(here and in the sequel δ stands for the “Kronecker delta” function). Thus Qα consists of those ma-
trices a ∈ Q such that, for every λ,μ <ℵξ−α •, the block a(Xα,λ, Xα,μ) is a scalar ℵα ×ℵα-matrix.
It is clear that Q 0 = Q and D ⊂ Qα for all α.
Theorem 5.11. Given an ordinal ξ > 0, a cardinal  > 0 and a ring D, let ℵbe the ﬁrst inﬁnite cardinal such
that sup{|ξ |,}ℵ, set X =ℵξ •  and consider the ring Q = CFMX (D). Then, with the above notations,
the following properties hold:
(1) For every α  ξ there is a unital monomorphism ϕα:CFMℵξ−α•(D) → Q of rings such that Im(ϕα) =
Qα ; in particular, if α < ξ , then Qα is a unital D-subring of Q isomorphic to Q .
(2) Givenα  ξ , let us consider the D-subrings Fα = ϕα(FRℵξ−α•(D)) of Qα and Gα = ϕα(FMℵξ−α•(D))
of Qα . Then a matrix b ∈ Qα belongs to Fα if and only if it satisﬁes the following condition:
() there are λ1, . . . , λn ∈ℵξ−α •  such that if the x-th row of b is not zero, then x ∈ Xα,λ1 ∪ · · ·∪ Xα,λn ,
while b belongs to Gα if and only if it satisﬁes the following condition:
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(3) If α < β  ξ , then Q β ⊂ Qα .
(4) If α1 < · · · < αn < β  ξ , then
[Fα1 + · · · + Fαn ] ∩ Q β = 0;
consequently the set {Fα | α  ξ} of (D, D)-submodules of Q is independent and so is, in turn, the set
{Gα | α  ξ}.
Proof. (1) Given α  ξ , let us deﬁne the map ϕα : CFMℵξ−α•(D) → Q as follows: for all x, y ∈ X
ϕα(a)(x, y) = δ(xα,r, yα,r)a(xα,q, yα,q). (5.13)
Then, given a ∈ CFMℵξ−α•(D) and x, y ∈ X , we have that
ϕα(a)(x, y) = δ(xα,r, yα,r)δ(0,0)a(xα,q, yα,q)
= δ(xα,r, yα,r)ϕα(a)
(ℵα • xα,q,ℵα • yα,q),
therefore Im(ϕα) ⊂ Qα . Conversely, given b ∈ Qα , let a ∈ CFMℵξ−α•(D) be the matrix deﬁned by
a(λ,μ) = b(ℵα • λ,ℵα •μ) for all λ,μ <ℵξ−α • . Then for every x, y ∈ X we have
ϕα(a)(x, y) = δ(xα,r, yα,r)a(xα,q, yα,q)
= δ(xα,r, yα,r)b
(ℵα • xα,q,ℵα • yα,q)
= b(x, y);
consequently b = ϕα(a) and hence Qα = Im(ϕα). It is clear that ϕα(1) = 1 and ϕα is a homomor-
phism of additive groups. Given a,b ∈ CFMℵξ−α•(D), for all x, y ∈ X we have that
ϕα(ab)(x, y) = δ(xα,r, yα,r)(ab)(xα,q, yα,q)
=
∑
μ<ℵξ−α•
δ(xα,r, yα,r)a(xα,q,μ)b(μ, yα,q)
=
∑
μ<ℵξ−α•
ρ<ℵα
δ(xα,r,ρ)δ(ρ, yα,r)a(xα,q,μ)b(μ, yα,q)
=
∑
z∈X
δ(xα,r, zα,r)δ(zα,r, yα,r)a(xα,q, zα,q)b(zα,q, yα,q)
= (ϕα(a)ϕα(b))(x, y),
hence ϕα is a ring homomorphism. Finally, if a ∈ CFMℵξ−α•(D) and a(λ,μ) 	= 0 for some λ,μ <
ℵξ−α •, then (ϕα(a))(x, y) 	= 0 whenever x =ℵα • λ+ρ and y =ℵα •μ+ρ for some ρ <ℵα ; this
shows that ϕα is injective. As a result, if α < ξ , since |ℵξ−α •| =ℵ by Proposition 5.8, we have that
Qα  CFMℵξ−α•(D)  Q .
(2) Let b ∈ Qα and take a ∈ CFMℵξ−α•(D) such that b = ϕα(a). If b ∈ Fα , that is a ∈
FRℵξ−α•(D), then there are λ1, . . . , λn ∈ℵξ−α • such that the λ-th row of a is not zero only if λ =
λi for some i. Consequently, if x, y ∈ X , by (5.13) we see that b(x, y) 	= 0 only if a(xα,q, yα,q) 	= 0, only
if xα,q = λi for some i, only if x ∈ Xα,λ1 ∪ · · · ∪ Xα,λn . Similarly, if b ∈ Gα , namely a ∈ FMℵξ−α•(D),
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μ = λ j for some i, j. Consequently, if x, y ∈ X , again from (5.13) we see that b(x, y) 	= 0 only if
a(xα,q, yα,q) 	= 0, only if xα,q = λi and yα,q = λ j for some i, j, only if x, y ∈ Xα,λ1 ∪ · · · ∪ Xα,λn .
Conversely, assume that b satisﬁes () and let λ,μ < ℵξ−α •  be such that a(λ,μ) 	= 0. By taking
x =ℵα • λ and y =ℵα • μ, we infer from (5.13) that b(x, y) = δ(0,0)a(λ,μ) = a(λ,μ) 	= 0, therefore
x ∈ Xα,λi for some i and hence λ = xα,q = λi . Thus a has only a ﬁnite number of nonzero rows and so
b ∈ Fα . A similar argument shows that if b satisﬁes (), then a has only a ﬁnite number of nonzero
entries and so b ∈ Gα .
(3) Suppose that α < β  ξ and let a ∈ Q β . Since X = ℵα • ℵβ−α • (ℵξ−β • ), it follows from
Proposition 5.7 that for every x ∈ X there is a unique x′ <ℵβ−α such that
x =ℵβ • xβ,q +ℵα • x′ + xα,r,
from which
xα,q =ℵβ−α • xβ,q + x′ and xβ,r =ℵα • x′ + xα,r .
As a result, since a ∈ Q β , for every x, y ∈ X we have the following equalities:
a(x, y) = δ(xβ,r, yβ,r)a
(ℵβ • xβ,q,ℵβ • yβ,q)
= δ(x′, y′)δ(xα,r, yα,r)a
(ℵβ • xβ,q,ℵβ • yβ,q)
= δ(xα,r, yα,r)δ
(ℵα • x′,ℵα • y′)a(ℵβ • xβ,q,ℵβ • yβ,q)
= δ(xα,r, yα,r)a
(ℵβ • xβ,q +ℵα • x′,ℵβ • yβ,q +ℵα • y′)
= δ(xα,r, yα,r)a
(ℵα • xα,q,ℵα • yα,q).
Thus (5.12) holds and hence a ∈ Qα .
(4) Assume that α1 < · · · < αn < β  ξ and that there are nonzero elements a1 ∈ Fα1 , . . . ,an ∈ Fαn ,
b ∈ Q β such that
a1 + · · · + an = b.
If x0, y0 ∈ X are such that b(x0, y0) 	= 0, then there are Y , Z ∈ Pβ such that x0 ∈ Y , y0 ∈ Z and all the
rows of the block b(Y , Z) are nonzero. Note that Y is the union of a subset Y of Pαn of cardinality
ℵ, because Pβ is ℵ-coarser than Pαn ; thus, by the above, for each U ∈ Y and each x ∈ U the x-th
row of b is not zero. On the other hand the assumptions on a1, . . . ,an , together with the previously
shown property (2) and the fact that Pαi+1 is ℵ-coarser than Pαi for 1 i < n, imply that there are
Y1, . . . , Yk ∈ Pαn such that the x-th row of any ai is not zero only if x ∈ Y1 ∪ . . . ∪ Yk . As a result the
x-th row of b is not zero only if x ∈ Y1 ∪ . . . ∪ Yk: a contradiction since |Y| =ℵ is inﬁnite. 
Remark 5.12. Given α < ξ , we have the set {eλ | λ ∈ ℵξ−α • } of pairwise orthogonal idempotents
which generates FRℵξ−α•(D) as a right ideal of CFMℵξ−α•(D); each eλ generates FRℵξ−α•(D) as
a (two-sided) ideal. As a result, because of the embedding ϕα , we have the set
{
eXα,λ = ϕα(eλ)
∣∣ λ ∈ℵξ−α • }= {eY | Y ∈ Pα}
of pairwise orthogonal idempotents of the ring Qα . For every Y ∈ Pα we have the equalities
eY Qα = eY Fα,
Fα =
⊕
{eZ Qα | Z ∈ Pα} = FαeY Fα
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QαeY = GαeY ,
Gα =
⊕
{QαeZ | Z ∈ Pα} = GαeY Gα
(see (5.1), (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4)).
Remark and Notation 5.13. For every α < ξ , given Y , Z ∈ Pα we shall denote by eY ,Z the matrix such
that the (Y , Z)-block is the unital ℵα ×ℵα-matrix, while all other entries are zero. As X = Xα,λ and
Y = Xα,μ for unique λ,μ ∈ℵξ−α • , then eY ,Z = ϕα(eλ,μ); more explicitly: for every x, y ∈ X
eY ,Z (x, y) =
{
1, if x =ℵα • λ + ρ , x =ℵα •μ+ ρ for some ρ <ℵα;
0, otherwise.
Each matrix in Gα is a ﬁnite sum of matrices of the form deY ,Z = eY ,Zd, for d ∈ D and Y , Z ∈ Pα .
6. Representing artinian partially ordered sets overCFMX (D)
Let us call a polarized (artinian) poset an ordered pair (I, I ′), where I is an artinian poset and I ′ is a
lower subset of I . However, in order to simplify notation, from now on we shall use the single letter I
in order to designate a polarized artinian poset, while the symbol I ′ will denote the prescribed lower
subset of I . Starting from a polarized artinian poset I , a ring D and an appropriately sized transﬁnite
ordinal X , our main objective in the present section is to associate to each element i ∈ I a (not
necessarily unital) D-subring Hi of Q = CFMX (D), in such a way that H = {Hi | i ∈ I} is independent
as a set of (D, D)-submodules of Q and presents the following features: if i is a maximal element
of I , then Hi is isomorphic to D; if i is not maximal and belongs to I ′ (resp. to I \ I ′), then Hi is
isomorphic to FRX (D) (resp. to FMX (D)); moreover HiH j = 0 if and only if i, j are not comparable,
while both HiH j and H jHi are nonzero and are contained in Hi if i  j.
In order to reach this goal we need a preliminary setup, in which Theorem 5.11 will play a central
role. This setup will concern just artinian posets; polarized artinian posets will enter the scene only
after the setup is ready, so that the above rings Hi can be introduced and we are able to prove that
they have the above outlined behavior.
Notations 6.1. In what follows I is a given artinian poset and, by keeping the notations introduced in
the previous sections, we set the following data and further notations:
• ξ is the dual classical Krull dimension of I .
• M is the set of all maximal chains of I; we consider the cardinal  := |M| and we choose a
bijection χ → Aχ from  to M.
• For every i ∈ I , Mi is the set of all maximal chains of I which include i:
Mi := {A ∈ M | i ∈ A}.
• Given i ∈ I , the binary relation ∼i in Mi deﬁned by
A ∼i B if and only if A ∩ { i} = B ∩ { i}
is clearly an equivalence; set Di = Mi/∼i and note that there is an obvious one to one corre-
spondence between the elements of Di and the maximal chains of { i}.
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X :=ℵξ+1 • .
Note that |X | =ℵ by Proposition 5.8.
• Pα is the partition of X deﬁned by (5.9), for all α  ξ + 1.
• Given χ < , i ∈ I , A ∈ Di , we set
Xχ := Xξ+1,χ , so that {Xχ | χ < } = Pξ+1;
A := {χ <  | Aχ ∈ A};
XA :=
⋃
{Xχ | χ ∈ A} =
{ℵξ+1 • χ + τ | χ ∈ A, τ <ℵξ+1};
Xi :=
⋃
{XA | A ∈ Di} =
⋃
{Xχ | Aχ ∈ Mi}.
Note that, since λ(i) < ξ + 1, every Xχ is a disjoint union of ℵmembers of Pλ(i) , each of which
has the form Xλ(i),λ for a unique λ ∈ℵξ+1−λ(i) •  (see Lemma 5.9). Set
ΛA :=
{
λ <ℵξ+1−λ(i) •  ∣∣ Xλ(i),λ ⊂ XA};
QA := {Xλ(i),λ | λ ∈ ΛA} = {Y ∈ Pλ(i) | Y ⊂ XA}.
As a consequence |ΛA| = |QA| =ℵ and so QA ∈ Pℵ(XA); moreover
XA =
{ℵλ(i) • λ + ρ ∣∣ λ ∈ ΛA,ρ <ℵλ(i)}=⋃QA. (6.1)
Lemma 6.2. Given i ∈ I and A ∈ Di , with the above notations we have
ΛA =
{ℵξ+1−λ(i) • χ + σ ∣∣ χ ∈ A,σ <ℵξ+1−λ(i)}. (6.2)
Proof. Let λ =ℵξ+1−λ(i) • χ + σ for some χ <  and σ <ℵξ+1−λ(i) . Then it follows from (5.10) that
Xλ(i),λ ⊂ Xξ+1,χ = Xχ . Consequently Xλ(i),λ ⊂ XA if and only if Xχ ⊂ XA , namely λ ∈ ΛA if and only
if χ ∈ A . 
Proposition 6.3. Two elements i, j ∈ I are comparable if and only if Xi ∩ X j 	= ∅. Consequently, if every
maximal chain of I is bounded by a maximal element and M(I) denotes the set of all maximal elements of I ,
then the set {Xm |m ∈M(I)} is a partition of X .
Proof. First note that Xi ∩ X j 	= ∅ if and only if there is χ ∈  such that Xχ ⊂ Xi ∩ X j , if and only
if there is χ ∈  such that Aχ ∈ Mi ∩ M j . By the Hausdorff Maximal Principle the latter condition
holds if and only if i and j are comparable. Assume now that every maximal chain of I is bounded
by a maximal element. Given χ ∈ , there is m ∈ M(I) such that m ∈ Aχ ; hence Aχ ∈ Mm and so
Xχ ⊂ Xm . Since the sets Xχ are the members of the partition Pξ+1 of X and each Xm is a union of
such sets, the last statement of the proposition follows from the above proven ﬁrst statement. 
Given i ∈ I and A,A′ ∈ Di , let us choose A′ ∈ A′ and let us consider the map
fA′A : A −→ A′
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fA′A(A) =
(
A′ ∩ { i})∪ (A ∩ {i }).
Since A′ ∩ { i} = A′′ ∩ { i} for all A′, A′′ ∈ A′ , we see that fA′A does not depend on the choice of
the chain A′ ∈ A′ . Straightforward computations show that
for all A,A′,A′′ ∈ Di, fAA = 1A and fA′′A′ fA′A = fA′′A; (6.3)
in particular each fA′A is a bijection. Observe that fA′A induces the bijection
gA′A : A −→ A′
deﬁned as follows: if χ ∈ A , then gA′A(χ) is the unique element of A′ such that AgA′A(χ) =
fA′A(Aχ ). It follows immediately from (6.3) that
for all A,A′,A′′ ∈ Di gAA = 1A and gA′′A′ gA′A = gA′′A. (6.4)
Lemma 6.4.With the above notations, if i, j ∈ I , then the following hold:
(1) Given A ∈ Di and B ∈ D j , if A∩B 	= ∅, then either B ⊂ A or A ⊂ B.
(2) If i and j are not comparable, then A∩B = ∅ whenever A ∈ Di and B ∈ D j .
(3) If i < j, then every A ∈ Di contains some B ∈ D j . Moreover, if B′ ∈ D j and A∩B′ 	= ∅, then B′ ⊂ A.
(4) Assume that i < j. If A,A′ ∈ Di , B ∈ D j and B ⊂ A, then fA′A(B) ∈ D j and, by setting B′ = fA′A(B),
for all B ∈ B we have
fA′A(B) = fB′B(B).
Consequently gA′A(χ) = gB′B(χ) for all χ ∈ B ⊂ A .
Proof. (1) and (2). Let A ∈ A ∩ B. Then i, j ∈ A, say i  j. If B ∈ B, that is B ∼ j A, then necessarily
i ∈ B and B ∼i A. This shows that B ⊂ A. Similarly j  i implies A ⊂ B.
(3) Suppose that i < j and let A ∈ Di . Given A ∈ A, by the Hausdorff’s Maximal Principle there is
some B ∈ M such that (A ∩ { i}) ∪ { j} ⊂ B; since B ∼i A, then B ∈ A. If B is the unique element
of D j such that B ∈ B, then B ⊂ A. Next, let B′ ∈ D j and assume that there is some A ∈ A∩B′ . Then
for every B ∈ B′ we have that B ∼ j A and, since i ∈ A, we infer that B ∼i A as well and therefore
B ∈ A, proving that B′ ⊂ A.
(4) Suppose that i < j and let A,A′ ∈ Di , B ∈ D j be such that B ⊂ A. By the deﬁnition of fA′A it
is clear that fA′A(B) ⊂ B′ for some B′ ∈ D j and, according to (1), we must have B′ ⊂ A′ . Similarly,
there is B′′ ∈ D j such that fAA′(B′) ⊂ B′′ ⊂ A. On the other hand we have
B = fAA′
(
fA′A(B)
)⊂ fAA′(B′)⊂ B′′;
this forces B = B′′ and consequently fA′A(B) = B′ . Finally, choose any B ′ ∈ B′ . If B ∈ B, it follows
from the above that B ∩ [i, j] = B ′ ∩ [i, j], therefore
fB′B(B) =
(
B ′ ∩ { j})∪ (B ∩ { j })= (B ′ ∩ { i})∪ (B ∩ {i })= fA′A(B),
as wanted. 
Remark 6.5. Let i, j ∈ I be such that i < j and, according to Lemma 6.4, take A ∈ Di , B ∈ D j such that
B ⊂ A. If Y ∈ QB , then Y is the union of ℵ elements of QA . In fact, since λ(i) < λ( j) and QB ⊂ Pλ( j) ,
then Y is the union of ℵ elements of Pλ(i) . But if Z ∈ Pλ(i) and Z ⊂ Y , then Z ⊂ Y ⊂ XB ⊂ XA and
so Z ∈ QA .
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(tA′A : XA −→ XA′)A,A′∈Di and (tA : XA −→ X)A∈Di
such that
tA′′A = tA′′A′tA′A, tAA = 1XA and tA = tA′tA′A (6.5)
for all A,A′,A′′ ∈ Di . First observe that, for any A ∈ Di , by the deﬁnition of XA we have x ∈ XA if
and only if xξ+1,q ∈ A (see Notations 5.10). Thus, given A,A′ ∈ Di , for every x ∈ XA we can deﬁne
tA′A(x) :=ℵξ+1 • gA′A(xξ+1,q) + xξ+1,r,
noting that the second member actually belongs to XA′ . Straightforward computations with the use
of (6.4) show that the ﬁrst two equalities of (6.5) hold for every A,A′,A′′ ∈ Di and so each tA′A is
a bijection. It is clear that tA′A restricts to a bijection from Xχ to XgA′A(χ) for all χ ∈ A; moreover
from (4) of Lemma 6.4 we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 6.6. Assume that i < j. If A,A′ ∈ Di , B ∈ D j and B ⊂ A, by setting B′ = fA′A(B), for every
x ∈ XB we have
tA′A(x) = tB′B(x).
Next, given i ∈ I and A,A′ ∈ Di , let us consider the bijection
kA′A : ΛA −→ ΛA′
deﬁned by
kA′A
(ℵξ+1−λ(i) •χ + σ )=ℵξ+1−λ(i) • gA′A(χ) + σ
for all χ ∈ A and σ <ℵξ+1−λ(i) (see Lemma 6.2). Again from (6.4) we infer that
for all A,A′,A′′ ∈ Di kAA = 1ΛA and kA′′A′kA′A = kA′′A. (6.6)
Now, let us choose an equivalence class Ai ∈ Di and a bijection
kAi : ΛAi −→ℵξ+1−λ(i) • 
(this can be done since both ΛAi and ℵξ+1−λ(i) •  have cardinality ℵ by Lemma 6.2 and Proposi-
tion 5.8) and, for each A ∈ Di , let us consider the bijection
kA := kAi kAiA : ΛA −→ℵξ+1−λ(i) • ,
namely
kA
(ℵξ+1−λ(i) •χ + σ )= kAi (ℵξ+1−λ(i) • gAiA(χ) + σ )
for all χ ∈ A and σ <ℵξ+1−λ(i) (see again Lemma 6.2). Finally, let us deﬁne the map tA : XA → X
by setting
tA
(ℵλ(i) • λ + ρ)=ℵλ(i) • kA(λ) + ρ
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is easy to see that tA is a bijection. We claim that
tA = tAi tAiA.
Indeed, taking (6.1) and Lemma 6.2 into account, let χ ∈ A , σ <ℵξ+1−λ(i) , ρ < ℵλ(i) and consider
λ =ℵξ+1−λ(i) •χ + σ . Then we have:
tA
(ℵλ(i) • λ + ρ)=ℵλ(i) • kA(λ) + ρ
=ℵλ(i) • kAi
(ℵξ+1−λ(i) • gAiA(χ) + σ )+ ρ
= tAi
(ℵλ(i) • (ℵξ+1−λ(i) • gAiA(χ) + σ )+ ρ)
= tAi
(ℵξ+1 • gAiA(χ) +ℵλ(i) • σ + ρ)
= tAi tAiA
(ℵξ+1 • χ +ℵλ(i) • σ + ρ)
= tAi tAiA
(ℵλ(i) •ℵξ+1−λ(i) • χ +ℵλ(i) • σ + ρ)
= tAi tAiA
(ℵλ(i) • λ + ρ),
proving our claim. Now, let A,A′ ∈ Di . Since the ﬁrst two equalities of (6.5) hold for every
A,A′,A′′ ∈ Di , from tA′ = tAi tAiA′ we infer that tAi = tA′tA′Ai ; consequently
tA = tAi tAiA = tA′tA′Ai tAiA = tA′tA′A
and therefore the third equality of (6.5) holds for all A,A′ ∈ Di .
Remark 6.7. Because of the deﬁnition of tA , the assignment
Xλ(i),λ → tA(Xλ(i),λ) = Xλ(i),kA(λ)
for λ ∈ ΛA deﬁnes a bijection from QA to Pλ(i) = {Xλ(i),λ | λ <ℵξ+1−λ(i) • }. Consequently, by (6.5)
the assignment
Xλ(i),λ → tA′A(Xλ(i),λ)
gives a bijection from QA to QA′ .
As in Section 1, for a given ring D let us consider the ring Q = CFMX (D) and, for each α < ξ + 1,
let Qα be the subring of Q consisting of those matrices a satisfying (5.12). For each i ∈ I let us denote
by Si the subset of Q of those matrices a such that
eXAa= eXAaeXA = aeXA for all A ∈ Di (6.7)
and, if A,A′ ∈ Di , then
a(x, y) = a(tA′A(x), tA′A(y))
for all x, y ∈ XA . Roughly speaking, Si consists of those matrices which have zero entries outside the
(XA, XA)-blocks for A ∈ Di (which are mutually disjoint) and, if A,A′ ∈ Di , the (XA′ , XA′)-block
coincides with the (XA, XA)-block “up to the bijection tA′A”. As we are going to see, if we consider
the idempotent diagonal matrix eXi , then Si is actually a unital D-subring of eXi Q eXi isomorphic
to Q .
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ψi : Q → eXi Q eXi such that
ψi(Q ) = Si (6.8)
and
ψi(Qα) ⊂ Si ∩ Qα for all α  λ(i). (6.9)
Moreover, for every i, j ∈ I the following properties hold:
(1) Si S j = 0 if and only if i, j are not comparable.
(2) If i  j, then Si S j ∪ S j Si ⊂ Si .
Proof. Given i ∈ I , let us deﬁne the map
ψi : Q −→ eXi Q eXi
as follows: given a ∈ Q , for every x, y ∈ X
ψi(a)(x, y) =
{
a(tA(x), tA(y)) if x, y ∈ XA for some A ∈ Di,
0 otherwise.
It is clear that ψi is an homomorphism of (D, D)-bimodules and, by using (6.5), we see easily that
ψi(Q ) ⊂ Si . Let a ∈ Q and assume that a(u, v) 	= 0 for some u, v ∈ X . Given A ∈ Di , we have
ψi(a)(x, y) 	= 0 for x = t−1A (u) and y = t−1A (v); this shows that ψi is a monomorphism. Next, let
a,b ∈ Q and x, y ∈ X . If x, y ∈ XA for some A ∈ Di , using the fact that tA is a bijection and recalling
that the subsets XA are mutually disjoint for A ranging in Di we get the following:
ψi(ab)(x, y) = (ab)
(
tA(x), tA(y)
)=∑
u∈X
[
(a)
(
tA(x),u
)][
(b)
(
u, tA(y)
)]
=
∑
z∈XA
[
(a)
(
tA(x), tA(z)
)][
(b)
(
tA(z), tA(y)
)]
=
∑
z∈XA
[
ψi(a)(x, z)
][
ψi(b)(z, y)
]
=
∑
z∈X
[
ψi(a)(x, z)
][
ψi(b)(z, y)
]
= (ψi(a)ψi(b))(x, y).
If there is no A ∈ Di such that x, y ∈ XA , through the same guidelines we obtain that
(
ψi(a)ψi(b)
)
(x, y) =
∑
z∈X
[
ψi(a)(x, z)
][
ψi(b)(z, y)
]= 0= ψi(ab)(x, y).
Since ψi(1) = eXi , we conclude that ψi is a unital ring homomorphism. Finally, let c ∈ Si and deﬁne
the matrix a ∈ Q as follows: choose any A ∈ Di and, for every u, v ∈ X , set
a(u, v) = c(t−1A (u), t−1A (v)).
Using again (6.5) it is immediate to check that ψi(a) = c and thus ψi(Q ) = Si .
In order to establish (6.9), given any α  λ(i) and b ∈ Qα , we must show that the matrix a= ψi(b)
satisﬁes (5.12). First observe that, given any x ∈ X , both x and ℵα • xα,q belong to the same member
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is a union of members of Pξ+1, we have that either Xα,xα,q ⊂ XA or Xα,xα,q ∩ XA = ∅. We infer that
x ∈ XA if and only if ℵα • xα,q ∈ XA . Accordingly, given x, y ∈ X , if there is no A ∈ Di such that
x, y ∈ XA , then both members of the equality in (5.12) are zero. Assume that x, y ∈ XA for some
A ∈ Di and note that, according to Proposition 5.7, we have the decompositions
x =ℵα •ℵλ(i)−α •ℵξ+1−λ(i) • x1 +ℵα •ℵλ(i)−α • x2 +ℵα • x3 + x4
=ℵλ(i) • (ℵξ+1−λ(i) • x1 + x2)+ℵα • x3 + x4
for unique x1 < , x2 < ℵξ+1−λ(i) , x3 < ℵλ(i)−α , x4 < ℵα . By setting x5 = ℵξ+1−λ(i) • x1 + x2 and
comparing with the decomposition (5.11) we see that
xα,q =ℵλ(i)−α • x5 + x3 and xα,r = x4.
We observe that x ∈ Xx1 = Xξ+1,x1 , therefore Xx1 ⊂ XA and so x1 ∈ A . Consequently, it follows from
Lemma 6.2 that x5 ∈ ΛA and then we may consider the ordinal
x6 =ℵλ(i)−α • kA(x5) + x3.
We now obtain that
tA(x) = tA
(ℵλ(i) • x5 +ℵα • x3 + xα,r)
=ℵλ(i) • kA(x5) +ℵα • x3 + xα,r
=ℵα • x6 + xα,r
and a similar computation shows that
tA
(ℵα • xα,q)=ℵα • x6.
After processing y in the same way, from all above we infer ﬁnally:
a(x, y) = b(tA(x), tA(y))
= b(ℵα • x6 + xα,r,ℵα • y6 + yα,r)
= δ(xα,r, yα,r)b
(ℵα • x6,ℵα • y6)
= δ(xα,r, yα,r)b
(
tA
(ℵα • xα,q), tA(ℵα • yα,q))
= δ(xα,r, yα,r)a
(ℵα • xα,q,ℵα • yα,q).
This proves that a ∈ Qα .
(1) Let i, j ∈ I and assume that i, j are not comparable. Then, given A ∈ Di and B ∈ D j , we have
A ∩ B = ∅ by (3) of Lemma 6.4, therefore Xi ∩ X j = ∅. As a consequence, if a ∈ Si and b ∈ S j , then
ab = eXiaeXieX jbeX j = 0. If, on the contrary, i  j and Aχ is any maximal chain such that i, j ∈ Aχ ,
then XAχ ⊂ Xi ∩ X j and hence Xi ∩ X j 	= ∅. Consequently 0 	= eXieX j = eX jeXi ∈ Si S j ∩ S j Si .
(2) Suppose that i < j, let a ∈ Si , b ∈ S j and assume that 0 	= (ab)(x, y) =∑z∈X a(x, z)b(z, y) for
some x, y ∈ X . Then a(x, z) 	= 0 	= b(z, y) for some z ∈ X and therefore x, z ∈ XA , z, y ∈ XB for some
A ∈ Di , B ∈ D j ; necessarily B ⊂ A in view of property (2) of Lemma 6.4 and this shows that the
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us prove that
(ab)(x, y) = (ab)(tA′A(x), tA′A(y)) (6.10)
for all x, y ∈ XA . By using (6.5) and (4) of Lemma 6.4, we see that there is no B ∈ D j such that
y ∈ XB if and only if there is no B′ ∈ D j such that tA′A(y) ∈ XB′ ; if it is the case, since b ∈ S j ,
both members of (6.10) are zero. Otherwise there is B ∈ D j such that y ∈ XB; necessarily B ⊂ A by
Lemma 6.4 and, by setting B′ = fA′A(B) and using Corollary 6.6, we may compute as follows:
(ab)(x, y) =
∑
z∈XA
a(x, z)b(z, y) =
∑
z∈XB
a(x, z)b(z, y)
=
∑
z∈XB
[
a
(
tA′A(x), tA′A(z)
)][
b
(
tB′B(z), tB′B(y)
)]
=
∑
u∈XB′
[
a
(
tA′A(x),u
)][
b
(
u, tB′B(y)
)]
=
∑
u∈XA′
[
a
(
tA′A(x),u
)][
b
(
u, tA′A(y)
)]
= (ab)(tA′A(x), tA′A(y)).
Thus (6.10) holds for all x, y ∈ XA , showing that ab ∈ Si . The proof that ba ∈ Si is similar. 
We are now in a position to associate to a given polarized artinian poset I the set H = {Hi | i ∈ I}
of (possibly non-unital) subrings of Q , satisfying the conditions we outlined at the beginning of the
present section. For every i ∈ I let us deﬁne the D-subring Hi of Q as follows:
Hi =
⎧⎨
⎩
ψi(Fλ(i)), if i is not a maximal element of I and i ∈ I ′;
ψi(Gλ(i)), if i is not a maximal element of I and i /∈ I ′;
ψi(D) = eXi D, if i is a maximal element of I
(for each ordinal α  ξ , the non-unital D-subrings Fα and Gα of Q are deﬁned in (2) of Theo-
rem 5.11). Of course Hi 	= H j if i 	= j; also note that, apart from the trivial case in which I is a
singleton, Hi is not a unital subring of Q . It is clear that Hi has a multiplicative identity, given
by eXi , if and only if i is a maximal element of I .
Given i ∈ I , we know that Gλ(i) contains the set {eY | Y ∈ Pλ(i)} of pairwise orthogonal idempotents
which generate Fλ(i) as a right ideal and Gλ(i) as a left ideal of Q λ(i) (Remark 5.12); the images of
these idempotents, under the action of the imbedding ψi , will be relevant in order to analyze the
features of the subrings Hi and the way they interact each other. Firstly we need to introduce two
additional notations.
Notations 6.9. Given i ∈ I , A ∈ Di , V ∈ QA and Y ∈ Pλ(i) , we deﬁne the following subsets of Xi (see
Remark 6.7):
V :=
⋃{
tA′A(V )
∣∣A′ ∈ Di},
Y (i) :=
⋃{
t−1A′ (Y )
∣∣A′ ∈ Di}.
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V = tA′A(V ) =
(
tA(V )
)
(i) for all A,A′ ∈ Di and V ∈ QA, (6.11)
while
Y (i) = t−1A (Y ) = t−1A′ (Y ) for all A,A′ ∈ Di and Y ∈ Pλ(i). (6.12)
As a consequence we have the equalities
{
Y (i)
∣∣ Y ∈ Pλ(i)}= {V | V ∈ QA} = {W | W ∈ QB} (6.13)
for all A,B ∈ Di .
Due to the deﬁnition of ψi , for every Y ∈ Pλ(i) we have
ψi(eY ) = eY (i).
Lemma 6.10. With the above notations, {ψi(eY ) = eY (i) | Y ∈ Pλ(i)} is a set of pairwise orthogonal idempo-
tents of Hi and
{eY (i) | Y ∈ Pλ(i)} = {eV | V ∈ QA} = {eW | W ∈ QB}
for every A,B ∈ Di . Moreover, given j ∈ I , for every Y ∈ Pλ(i) and Z ∈ Pλ( j) the following hold:
(1) If i, j are not comparable, then Y (i) ∩ Z( j) = ∅.
(2) If i < j and Y (i) ∩ Z( j) 	= ∅, then Y (i) ⊂ Z( j).
Proof. The ﬁrst statement is a consequence of (6.13) and the fact that ψi is injective. Given j ∈ I , as-
sume that Y (i) ∩ Z( j) 	= ∅. Then there are A ∈ Di , B ∈ D j such that t−1A (Y ) ∩ t−1B (Z) 	= ∅. This implies
that XA ∩ XB 	= ∅ and hence A ∩ B 	= ∅. As a result i and j are comparable by (2) of Lemma 6.4,
say i < j. Thus Pλ(i) is coarser than Pλ(i) and, since t−1A (Y ) ∈ Pλ(i) and t−1B (Z) ∈ Pλ(i) , we infer
that t−1A (Y ) ⊂ t−1B (Z). Given any A′ ∈ Di , by setting B′ = fAA′(B), we have that B′ ∈ D j by (4) of
Lemma 6.4. Thus, by using Corollary 6.6 we obtain
t−1A′ (Y ) = tA′A
(
t−1A (Y )
)= tB′B(t−1A (Y ))⊂ tB′B(t−1B (Z))= t−1B′ (Z) ⊂ Z( j).
We conclude that Y (i) ⊂ Z( j). 
Lemma 6.11. Assume that i is not a maximal element of I . Then
Hi =
{⊕{eY (i)Hi | Y ∈ Pλ(i)}, if i ∈ I ′;⊕{HieY (i) | Y ∈ Pλ(i)}, if i /∈ I ′ (6.14)
and
Hi = HieY (i)Hi (6.15)
for every Y ∈ Pλ(i) . Moreover, given a ∈ Si , if i ∈ I ′ , then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) a ∈ Hi .
(2) eXAaeXA ∈ Fλ(i) for all A ∈ Di .
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equivalently
a= (eY1(i) + · · · + eYn(i))a.
If, on the contrary, i /∈ I ′ , then the above conditions (1), (2), in which Fλ(i) is replaced by Gλ(i) , are equivalent
to the following one:
(4) There exist Y1, . . . , Yn ∈ Pλ(i) such that the entry a(x, y) of a is not zero only if x, y ∈ Y1(i)∪ · · · ∪ Yn(i);
equivalently
a= (eY1(i) + · · · + eYn(i))a= a(eY1(i) + · · · + eYn(i)).
Proof. The ﬁrst statement follows from Remark 5.12, while the equivalence (1) ⇔ (3) is clear
from (6.14). Next, suppose that i ∈ I ′ , assume (3) and let A ∈ Di . Using (6.12) we see that
[
Y1(i) ∪ · · · ∪ Yn(i)
]∩ XA = [t−1A (Y1) ∪ · · · ∪ t−1A (Yn)]∩ XA
= t−1A (Y1) ∪ · · · ∪ t−1A (Yn).
Since t−1A (Yr) ∈ QA ⊂ Pλ(i) for all r ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, it follows from property (2) of Theorem 5.11 that
eXAaeXA ∈ Fλ(i) . Conversely, suppose (2) and let x, y ∈ X be such that a(x, y) 	= 0. Then x, y ∈ XA for
some A ∈ Di and, by the assumption and (2) of Theorem 5.11, there are V1, . . . , Vn ∈ Pλ(i) such that
x ∈ V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vn; necessarily V1, . . . , Vn ∈ Qλ(i) , because x ∈ XA . By setting Yr = tA(Vr) ∈ Pλ(i) for
r ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, we conclude that x ∈ Y1(i) ∪ · · · ∪ Yn(i), taking (6.12) into account.
The proof of the equivalence (2) ⇔ (3) is similar, by taking again Theorem 5.11 into account. 
Remark 6.12. Observe that, in general, we have eXAHieXA 	⊂ Hi , unless Di = {A}. If i is not a maximal
element of I , then Hi ⊂ Fλ(i) if and only if Di is ﬁnite, that is, if and only if { i} has ﬁnitely many
maximal chains.
Lemma 6.13. Let j1 < · · · < jn be a ﬁnite chain of I with n > 1, let a1 ∈ H j1 , . . . ,an ∈ H jn and choose
A1 ∈ D j1 , . . . ,An ∈ D jn such that A1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ An (see (2) of Lemma 6.4). If an 	= 0, then the (XAn × XAn )-
block of a = a1 + · · · + an is not zero; in particular there is some x ∈ XAn such that the x-th row of a is not
zero and coincides with the x-th row of an.
Proof. For each r ∈ {1, . . . ,n} let us denote by Yr the subset of those u ∈ XAr such that the u-th row
of ar is not zero. For r < n the element jr is not maximal, therefore it follows from (2) of Theorem 5.11
and Lemma 6.11 that Yr is the (disjoint) union of ﬁnitely many elements of QAr ⊂ Pλ( jr ) . Assume
that an 	= 0. Then for every A ∈ D jn the (XA × XA)-block of an is not zero and hence, in particular,
Yn 	= ∅. Since Pλ( js) is ℵ-coarser than Pλ( jr ) when r < s  n, in particular Yn is the (disjoint) union
of ℵ elements of Pλ( jn−1); on the other hand, by the above Y1∪· · ·∪Yn−1 is contained in the (disjoint)
union of ﬁnitely many elements of Pλ( jn−1) . Consequently
Yn \ (Y1 ∪ · · · ∪ Yn−1) 	= ∅
and therefore, if x ∈ Yn \ (Y1 ∪ · · · ∪ Yn−1), the x-th row of a coincides with the x-th row of an , which
is not zero. 
Lemma 6.14. Let J be a ﬁnite subset of I , let a =∑ j∈ J a j , where a j ∈ H j for j ∈ J , let j1 < · · · < jn be a
maximal chain of J and let A1 ∈ D j1 , . . . ,An ∈ D jn be as in Lemma 6.13. Then the (XAn × XAn )-blocks of a
and a j1 + · · · + a jn coincide.
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then Ar ∩ B 	= ∅ for all r ∈ {1, . . . ,n} and therefore it follows from Lemma 6.4 that j is comparable
with every jr . As a result j ∈ { j1, . . . , jn}, because this latter is a maximal chain of J . This implies that
if j ∈ J \ { j1, . . . , jn}, then the (XAn × XAn )-block of every matrix in H j is zero and, consequently,
the (XAn × XAn )-blocks of a and a j1 + · · · + a jn coincide. 
Theorem 6.15. Let I be a polarized artinian poset having at least two elements. With the above notations,
H = {Hi | i ∈ I} is an independent set of (D, D)-submodules of Q which satisfy the following conditions:
(1) Every Hi is a non-unital subring of Q ; it has an identity, given by eXi , if and only if i is a maximal element
of I .
(2) HiH j = 0 if i, j are not comparable.
(3) Given i ∈ I , if J ⊂ {i } and 0 	= a ∈⊕ j∈ J H j , then
0 	= Hia⊂ Hi and 0 	= aHi ⊂ Hi;
moreover there are Y , Z ∈ Pλ(i) such that
0 	= eY (i)a ∈ Hi and 0 	= aeZ(i) ∈ Hi .
Proof. Assume that J is a ﬁnite subset of I , suppose that a =∑ j∈ J a j , where 0 	= a j ∈ H j for j ∈ J ,
let us choose a maximal chain j1 < · · · < jn of J and let A1 ∈ D j1 , . . . ,An ∈ D jn be such that A1 ⊃· · · ⊃ An . Then by Lemma 6.14 the (XAn × XAn )-blocks of a and a′ = a j1 + · · · + a jn coincide and, on
the other hand, the (XAn × XAn )-block of a′ is not zero by Lemma 6.13. As a consequence a 	= 0 and
this proves the independence of H.
(1) If i ∈ I and I is not a maximal element, then Hi  Fλ(i)  FRX (D) or Hi  Gλ(i)  FMX (D) as
rings, depending on the fact that i is in I ′ or not, therefore Hi is a ring without an identity. If, on
the contrary, i is a maximal element, then Hi = ψi(D)  D and eXi = ψi(1) is an identity for Hi . Now
Xi 	= X , because I has at least two elements, consequently Hi is not an unital subring of Q .
(2) follows from the property (1) of Proposition 6.8, since Hi ⊂ Si for all i ∈ I .
(3) It is clearly suﬃcient to take i, j ∈ I with i < j, two nonzero elements a ∈ H j , b ∈ Hi and show
that ab and ba are both in Hi . First, according to Proposition 6.8 we have that ab ∈ Si and ba ∈ Si .
Given A ∈ Di , we have from (6.7) that
eXA(ab)eXA = eXAaeXAbeXA . (6.16)
By Lemma 6.11 we have that either eXAbeXA ∈ Fλ(i) , or eXAbeXA ∈ Gλ(i) , according to the fact that
i ∈ I ′ or not. Since eXA ∈ Q λ(i) and a ∈ Q λ( j) ⊂ Q λ(i) and both Fλ(i) and Gλ(i) are left ideals of Q λ(i) ,
we infer that the ﬁrst member of (6.16) belongs to Fλ(i) , or to Gλ(i) respectively. As a result ab ∈ Hi ,
again by Lemma 6.11. If i ∈ I ′ , since Fλ(i) is also a right ideal of Q λ(i) , the same argument as above
shows that ba ∈ Hi . Assume that i /∈ I ′ , so that j /∈ I ′ as well. In order to show that ba ∈ Hi also in this
case, it is suﬃcient to consider the case in which b = eY (i) and a = ψ j(eV ,W ) for some Y ∈ Pλ(i) and
V ,W ∈ Pλ( j) (see Remark and Notation 5.13). Since ψ j(eV ,W ) = ψ j(eV eV ,W ) = ψ j(eV )ψ j(eV ,W ) =
eV ( j)ψ j(eV ,W ), if Y (i)∩ V ( j) = ∅, then eY (i)ψ j(eV ,W ) = 0. Otherwise, according to (2) of Lemma 6.10
we have that Y (i) ⊂ V ( j). Given A ∈ Di , we claim that
eXAeY (i)ψ j(eV ,W )eXA = et−1A (Y ),Z ∈ Gλ(i) (6.17)
for a suitable Z ∈ Pλ(i); it will follow from Lemma 6.11 that ba = eY (i)ψ j(eV ,W ) ∈ Hi . Since Y (i) ∩
XA = t−1A (Y ), it follows from Y (i) ⊂ V ( j) that t−1A (Y ) ⊂ t−1B (V ) for a necessarily unique B ∈ D j and,
given x, y ∈ X , we have that
[
eY (i)ψ j(eV ,W )eXA
]
(x, y) 	= 0 only if x ∈ t−1A (Y ).
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Xλ( j),μ . Let x ∈ t−1A (Y ), so that x=ℵλ(i) • k−1A (χ)+ τ for a unique τ <ℵλ(i) . Since x ∈ t−1B (V ) as well,
there is a unique σ < ℵλ( j) such that x = ℵλ( j) • k−1B (λ) + σ . Also, σ = ℵλ(i) • σ ′ + τ for a unique
σ ′ <ℵλ( j)−λ(i) (see Remark 5.6) and so
x =ℵλ(i) • (ℵλ( j)−λ(i) • k−1B (λ) + σ ′)+ τ .
Consequently, for every y ∈ XA we have
[
et−1A (Y )
ψ j(eV ,W )eXA
]
(x, y) = ψ j(eV ,W )(x, y)
=
{
1, if y =ℵλ( j) • k−1B (μ) + σ ;
0, otherwise.
=
{
1, y =ℵλ(i) • (ℵλ( j)−λ(i) • k−1B (μ) + σ ′) + τ ;
0, otherwise.
If we take Z = Xλ(i),ν , where ν =ℵλ( j)−λ(i) • k−1B (μ) + σ ′ , we conclude that (6.17) holds.
As far as the last statement is concerned, suppose again that a =∑ j∈ J a j , where J is a ﬁnite
subset of I and 0 	= a j ∈ H j for j ∈ J , let us consider a maximal chain j1 < · · · < jn of J and take
A ∈ Di , A1 ∈ D j1 , . . . ,An ∈ D jn such that A ⊃ A1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ An . As seen in the ﬁrst part of the present
proof, the (XAn × XAn )-block of a is not zero. Let x, y ∈ XAn be such that axy 	= 0. Since XAn ⊂ XA ,
there are (necessarily unique) V ,W ∈ QA such that x ∈ V and y ∈ W . If Y , Z are the unique elements
of Pλ(i) such that Y (i) = V and Z(i) = W (see (6.11)), then eY (i) and eZ(i) ∈ Hi ; both eY (i)a and aeZ(i)
are nonzero and belong to Hi . 
7. The ring DI
As in the second half of the previous section, we assume that a polarized artinian poset I is given.
The D-subrings Hi (for i ∈ I) of Q = CFMX (D) we have introduced in the previous section can be
used in a natural way as building blocks to construct further D-subrings of Q , this time starting from
subsets of I . Indeed, given a subset J ⊂ I , if we consider the (D, D)-submodule H J of Q deﬁned by
H J :=
⊕
j∈ J
H j,
then it follows from Theorem 6.15 that H J is a D-subring; it may fail to be a unitary subring of Q
and it may even lack multiplicative identity. Of course we set H∅ = 0. If we deﬁne the subset X J by
setting
X J :=
⋃
{Xi | i ∈ J } =
⋃
{Xχ | Aχ ∩ J 	= ∅},
then X J is the smallest subset of X such that every matrix in H J has zero entries outside the
(X J × X J )-block. We observe that if a matrix u ∈ Q acts as a multiplicative identity on H J , then
the following equalities hold as well:
ueX J = eX J = eX Ju. (7.1)
In fact, given x ∈ X J , there are j ∈ J , A ∈ D j and Y ∈ QA such that x ∈ Y (see (6.1)). Inasmuch as
eY ∈ H j ⊂ H J by Lemma 6.10, we have that eYu= eY = ueY and, since x ∈ Y , we infer that u(x, y) =
δ(x, y) = u(y, x) for every y ∈ X , which proves (7.1). As a result, H J + eX J D is the smallest D-subring
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by DI, J :
DI, J := H J + eX J D. (7.2)
In case, J = I , we simply write DI instead of DI,I . With the next result, we give necessary and
suﬃcient conditions under which H J = DI, J . As we shall see, in this context a relevant role is played
by the set J deﬁned by
J :=M(I) ∩ { J } =M({ J })
(recall that M(I) denotes the set of all maximal elements of I), namely the set of those maximal
elements of I which follow some element of J . Of course it may happen that J 	⊂ { J}, in particular
that J = ∅. If every element of I is bounded by a maximal element or, equivalently, all maximal
chains of I have a greatest element, then it is clear that X J ⊂ X J ; this inclusion is an equality if
and only if, given m ∈ J , every maximal chain of I which is bounded by above by m contains an
element of J . Obviously this is the case if J ⊂ J , in particular when J is an upper subset of I; in
this latter case it is clear that J =M( J ).
We say that a subset J of I is ﬁnitely sheltered in I if the following three conditions hold:
J is ﬁnite, J ⊂ { J} and J ⊂ J .
If J is an upper subset of I , then J is ﬁnitely sheltered in I if and only if J has a ﬁnite coﬁnal
subset; in particular I is ﬁnitely sheltered in I exactly when I has a ﬁnite coﬁnal subset and, if it is
the case, then every subset of I is ﬁnitely sheltered in I .
Proposition 7.1. If ∅ 	= J ⊂ I , then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) H J has a multiplicative identity.
(2) DI, J = H J .
(3) H J ∩ (eX J D) 	= 0.
(4) J is ﬁnitely sheltered in I .
If any (and hence all) of these conditions holds and J = {m1, . . . ,mr}, then
eX J = eX J = eXm1 + · · · + eXmr . (7.3)
Consequently, either D I, J = H J , or the sum in (7.2) is direct.
Proof. The equivalence between (1) and (2) follows from the previous observation, while the impli-
cation (2) ⇒ (3) is obvious.
(3) ⇒ (4). Suppose that there is a ﬁnite subset F ⊂ J and nonzero matrices di ∈ Hi , for i ∈ F , such
that
0 	= d=
∑
i∈F
di ∈ eX J D (7.4)
and let us prove ﬁrst that XF = X J . Clearly F ⊂ J implies that XF ⊂ X J . On the other hand, given
x ∈ X J , since the x-th row of d is not zero then, for some i ∈ F , the x-th row of di is not zero. This
means that there exists A ∈ Di such that x ∈ XA ⊂ Xi ⊂ XF . Thus X J ⊂ XF . Next, given any maximal
chain i1 < · · · < ir of F , we claim that ir must be a maximal element of I , so that F ⊂ F . Indeed,
if A1 ∈ Di1 , . . . ,Ar ∈ Dir are such that A1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Ar (see (2) of Lemma 6.4), then it follows from
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with the help of (2) of Lemma 6.11 and (2) of Theorem 5.11, we see that there are Y1, . . . , Ys ∈
QAr ⊂ Pλ(ir ) such that, given x ∈ XAr , the x-th row of d is not zero only if x ∈ Y1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ys . Since the
(XAr × XAr )-block of d is a nonzero scalar matrix and XAr is the union of ℵ elements of Pλ(ir ) , we
have a contradiction and our claim is proved.
Now, let j ∈ J and take any x ∈ X j . Then there is a unique χ ∈  such that x ∈ Xχ and j ∈ Aχ .
As X J = XF , we infer that Xχ ⊂ XF and so Aχ ∩ F 	= ∅. Thus Aχ ∩ F is a maximal chain of F which
is bounded from above by an element m ∈ F , as we have seen previously. As a result Aχ itself is
bounded from above by m and this proves that J ⊂ { F} ⊂ { J}.
Finally, let us show that J ⊂ F , from which it will follow that J = F and so J is ﬁnite.
Assume, on the contrary, that there is some maximal element m of I such that m /∈ F but j <m for
some j ∈ J . As a consequence, according to Lemma 6.4 there is some B ∈ Dm which is contained in
some A ∈ D j and hence XB ⊂ XA ⊂ X j ⊂ X J . We observe that if i1, . . . , ir are those elements of F
such that the (XB, XB)-blocks of di1 , . . . ,dir are not zero, then r  1 and i1, . . . , ir ∈ {< m}. Indeed,
if t ∈ {1, . . . , r}, then there is some C ∈ Dit such that C ∩ B 	= ∅ and hence it and m are related by
Lemma 6.4; since m is maximal in I , then necessarily it <m. We have now
0 	= dXB XB = (di1)XB XB + · · · + (dir )XB XB
and, inasmuch as i1, . . . , ir are not maximal elements of I and λ(i1), . . . , λ(ir) < λ(m), we infer from
(2) of Lemma 6.11 and (2) of Theorem 5.11 that there are Y1, . . . , Ys ∈ QB ⊂ Pλ(m) such that, given
x ∈ XB , the x-th row of dXB XB is not zero only if x ∈ Y1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ys . This leads to a contradiction; in
fact, since d ∈ eX J D and XB ⊂ X J , for every x ∈ XB the x-th row of d is not zero and XB is the union
of ℵmembers of Pλ(m) . This shows that J ⊂ F , as wanted.
(4) ⇒ (1) Assume (4) and set J = {m1, . . . ,mr}. Then it follows from Proposition 6.3 that
{Xm1 , . . . , Xmr } is a partition of X J . Thus (7.3) holds and, since eXmt ∈ Hmt for all t ∈ {1, . . . , r}, it
follows that eX J ∈ H J and therefore DI, J = H J . 
Formally speaking, the assignment I → DI cannot be considered as a map from the class of all
pairs (I, I ′), where I is an artinian posets and I ′ is a lower subset of I , to the class of D-rings. In
fact, the construction that leads us to the ring DI bears ﬁrst on the choice of a bijection Ξ :χ → Aχ
from the cardinal  = |M| to the set M of all maximal chains of I , next on the choice of a family
F = (Ai)i∈I , where each Ai is an equivalence class modulo ∼i and ﬁnally on the choice of a family
of bijections K = (kAi : ΛAi → ℵξ+1−λ(i) • )i∈I . Thus the ring DI strictly depends on the ordered
quintuple (I, I ′,Ξ,F ,K), so that our construction realizes actually a function from the class of all
such quintuples. As one might expect, if we take a second quintuple ( J , J ′,Π,G,L) from this class,
every order isomorphism f : I → J such that J ′ = f (I ′) induces a canonical D-ring isomorphism from
DI to D J . This is not immediately obvious and, in what follows, we show how it works. Let N be the
set of all maximal chains of J , so that |M| =  = |N |, and write let Bχ = Π(χ) for every χ ∈ . As
we did with Notations 6.1, for every j ∈ J we may consider the equivalence relation ∼ j in the set N j
of all maximal chains of J which contain j and we get the corresponding quotient set E j . Note that f
induces an obvious bijection f : Di → E f (i) . For every B ∈ E j we have the set ′B = {χ ∈  | Bχ ∈ B}
and we can deﬁne the subsets X ′B , X
′
j of X , as well as the sets Λ
′
B , Q′B and the map t′B′B : X ′B → X ′B′
for every B,B′ ∈ E j exactly as we did with XA , Xi , ΛA , QA and tA′A : XA → XA′ for every i ∈ I
and A,A′ ∈ Di . Next, for every j ∈ J let us choose B j ∈ E j and a bijection
k′B j : Λ′B j −→ℵξ+1−λ( j) • 
and, for every B,B′ ∈ E j , let us consider the bijections
t′B : X ′B −→ X, t′B′B : X ′B −→ X ′B′ ,
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analogous to Si for i ∈ I , and the D-ring monomorphism
ψ ′j : Q −→ eX ′j Q eX ′j
analogous to ψi , as in Proposition 6.8, so that S ′j = ψ ′j(Q ). Through a slight notational transgression,
we may view ψi and ψ ′j as isomorphisms from Q to Si and S
′
j respectively. For each i ∈ I let us
consider the D-ring isomorphism
αi : Si −→ S ′f (i)
deﬁned by
αi = ψ ′f (i)ψ−1i .
Given A ∈ Di , let us consider the bijection
sA : XA −→ X ′f (A)
deﬁned by sA = t′−1f (A)tA . Let a ∈ Si and B ∈ E f (i) . Then B = f (A) for a unique A ∈ Di and for every
x, y ∈ X ′B we have:
αi(a)(x, y) =
[(
ψ ′f (i)ψ
−1
i
)
(a)
]
(x, y) = ψ−1i (a)
(
t′B(x), t′B(y)
)
= ψ−1i (a)
(
tA
(
s−1A (x)
)
, tA
(
s−1A (y)
))
(7.5)
= a(s−1A (x), s−1A (y)).
We claim that if i, j ∈ I and i < j, given a ∈ Si , b ∈ S j the equality
αi(a)α j(b) = αi(ab) (7.6)
holds, that is,
[
αi(a)α j(b)
]
(x, y) = αi(ab)(x, y) (7.7)
for every x, y ∈ X . Indeed, ﬁrst note that both members of (7.6) belong to S ′f (i) by Proposition 6.8(2);
thus, given x, y ∈ X , if there is no B ∈ E f (i) such that x, y ∈ X ′B , then both members of (7.7) are zero.
Assume, on the contrary, that x, y ∈ X ′B for some B ∈ E f (i) and let A ∈ Di be such that B = f (A).
Then, by using (7.5) we have:
[
αi(a)α j(b)
]
(x, y) =
∑
z∈X
αi(a)(x, z)α j(b)(z, y)
=
∑
z∈X ′B
αi(a)(x, z)α j(b)(z, y)
=
∑
z∈X ′
a
(
s−1A (x), s
−1
A (z)
)
b
(
s−1A (z), s
−1
A (y)
)
B
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w∈XB
a
(
s−1A (x),w
)
b
(
w, s−1A (y)
)
= (ab)(s−1A (x), s−1A (y))
= [αi(ab)](x, y).
Thus the equality (7.6) is proven.
Assume that both I , J are polarized in such a way that J ′ = f (I ′) and, for every j ∈ J , deﬁne H ′j
as follows:
H ′j =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
ψ ′j(Fλ( j)), if j is not a maximal element of J and j ∈ J ′;
ψ ′j(Gλ( j)), if j is not a maximal element of J and j /∈ J ′;
ψ ′j(D), if j is a maximal element of J .
Then, for any K ⊂ J , we can deﬁne H ′K :=
⊕
j∈K H ′j . For every i ∈ I it is clear that a ∈ Hi if and only
if αi(a) ∈ H ′f (i) , therefore we can deﬁne the D-module isomorphism
⊕
i∈I
αi : HI −→ H ′J ,
which extends to a D-module isomorphism
α : DI −→ D J .
This is obvious if I has a ﬁnite coﬁnal subset, since in this case we have that DI = HI and D J = H ′J
by Proposition 7.1; otherwise DI = HI ⊕ eX D end D J = H ′J ⊕ eX D , therefore α = (
⊕
i∈I αi) ⊕ 1eX D .
Now it follows from (7.6) that α is a D-ring isomorphism.
Remark 7.2. If I is any artinian poset and J ⊂ I , then the two rings DI, J and D J = D J , J can be
different and may even be non-isomorphic. This latter case occurs if, for example, sup(|I|, |M|) >ℵ0
and sup(| J |, |N |) < sup(|I|, |M|), where M and N are the sets of all maximal chains of I and J
respectively.
8. Upper subsets of I versus ideals of the ring DI
If K ⊂ J ⊂ I , then it is clear that HK and H J\K are complementary direct summands of H J as
(D, D)-submodules, but they need not be ideals of DI, J . In this connection the case in which K is an
upper subset of J is of a particular interest, mainly due to the following result.
Proposition 8.1. Assume that ∅ 	= K ⊂ J ⊂ I . Then the following properties hold:
(1) H J\K is an ideal of D I, J if and only if K is an upper subset of J .
(2) If K is an upper subset of J , then there is a unique (unital) surjective D-linear ring homomorphism
ϕK , J : DI, J −→ DI,K
such that
ϕK , J
(
a′ + a′′ + eX J d
)= a′ + eXK d for all a′ ∈ HK , a′′ ∈ H J\K , d ∈ D; (8.1)
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Ker(ϕK , J ) =
{
H J\K + (eX J − eXK )D, if K is ﬁnitely sheltered in I,
H J\K , if K is not ﬁnitely sheltered in I,
(8.2)
therefore ϕK , J induces an isomorphism of D-rings
D I,K 
{
DI, J/[H J\K + (eX J − eXK )D], if K is ﬁnitely sheltered in I,
D I, J/H J\K , if K is not ﬁnitely sheltered in I.
Proof. (1) Assume that H J\K is an ideal of DI, J and take j ∈ J , k ∈ K with k  j. If j /∈ K , then
H j ⊂ H J\K and it follows from Theorem 6.15 that 0 	= H jHk ⊂ Hk ∩ H J\K = 0, hence a contradiction.
Thus necessarily j ∈ K . Conversely, suppose that K is an upper subset of J and let j ∈ J , k ∈ J \ K .
Then exactly one of the following possibilities occurs: a) j /∈ K , b) j ∈ K and j,k are unrelated, c)
j ∈ K and j > k. In all cases it follows from Theorem 6.15 that H jHk ∪ HkH j ⊂ H J\K . Since H J\K is
already a (D, D)-submodule of DI, J , this is suﬃcient to conclude that it is an ideal of DI, J .
(2) Assume now that K is an upper subset of J . If J is ﬁnitely sheltered in I , then DI, J =
H J = HK ⊕ H J\K . Since K is an upper subset of J , then K is ﬁnitely sheltered in I as well and
hence DI,K = HK . Set J = {m1, . . . ,mr,mr+1, . . . ,mr+s}, where {m1, . . . ,mr} = K . It is clear that
every maximal chain of J is bounded by an element of J , thus Proposition 6.3 tells us that
both {Xm1 , . . . , Xmr+s } and {Xm1 , . . . , Xmr } are partitions of X J and XK , respectively. It follows that
eXm1 , . . . ,eXmr ,eXmr+1 , . . . ,eXmr+s are pairwise orthogonal idempotents and we have that
eXK = eXm1 + · · · + eXmr ∈ HK , eX J\K = eXmr+1 + · · · + eXmr+s ∈ H J\K ,
hence eX J = eXK + eX J\K . As a result, given a′ ∈ HK , a′′ ∈ H J\K and d ∈ D , we may write
a′ + a′′ + eX J d = a′ + eXK d + a′′ + eX J\K d
and, since a′ + eXK d ∈ HK and a′′ + eX J\K d ∈ H J\K , we infer that (8.1) deﬁnes ϕK , J as the projection
of DI, J onto HK = DI,K parallel to H J\K . If J is not ﬁnitely sheltered in I , then
DI, J = HK ⊕ H J\K ⊕ eX J D (8.3)
by Proposition 7.1 and there exists a unique D-linear map ϕK , J : DI, J → DI,K satisfying (8.1). In any
case, we have that ϕK , J is well deﬁned by mean of (8.1) and, by using the fact that H J\K is an ideal
of DI, J , it is an easy matter to show that ϕK , J is a ring homomorphism.
Finally, if K is ﬁnitely sheltered in I , then eXK = eXK ∈ HK by Proposition 7.1 and so eX J − eXK ∈
DI, J ; consequently Ker(ϕK , J ) = H J\K + (eX J − eXK )D . If, on the contrary, K is not ﬁnitely sheltered
in I , then J is not ﬁnitely sheltered in I as well and we have the decomposition (8.3); in this case it
is clear that Ker(ϕK , J ) = H J\K . 
Given any subset J of I and any ordinal α < ξ , the α-th layer Jα is a lower subset of J , therefore
it follows from Proposition 8.1 that H Jα is an ideal of the ring DI, J . By considering the set J1 of all
minimal elements of J , the corresponding ideal H J1 will play a special role, mainly due to the next
result.
Proposition 8.2. If ∅ 	= J ⊂ I , then H J1 is essential as a right ideal and is pure as a left ideal of the ring D I, J .
Proof. Suppose that 0 	= a ∈ DI, J and assume ﬁrst that a ∈ H J . Then there is a smallest ﬁnite
nonempty subset K ⊂ J such that a ∈ HK . According to Corollary 1.4 we can choose some j ∈ J1
such that K ′ = K ∩ { j } 	= ∅ and so a = a′ + a′′ for unique nonzero elements a′ ∈ HK ′ and
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0 	= a′e ∈ H j ⊂ H J1 , while a′′e= 0. As a result 0 	= ae ∈ H J1 .
If DI, J = H J , the above argument shows that H J1 is essential as a right ideal of DI, J . Otherwise,
according to Proposition 7.1 we have that DI, J = H J ⊕eX J D . If 0 	= a ∈ eX J D , given any j ∈ J1 and Y ∈
Pλ( j) , we have that eY ( j) ∈ H j ⊂ H J1 (see Lemma 6.10) and so 0 	= aeY ( j) ∈ H J1 , because Y ( j) ⊂ X J . In
order to complete the proof it remains to consider the case in which a= b+d, where 0 	= b ∈ H J and
0 	= d ∈ eX J D . Let K be the smallest ﬁnite subset of J such that b ∈ HK . Again from Proposition 7.1 we
have that either J is inﬁnite, or J 	⊂ { J}, or J 	⊂ J . In the ﬁrst and third cases it is clear that
J \ K 	= ∅. In the second case, J contains at least an inﬁnite chain. Thus, in all cases we can choose
an element m ∈ J such that m  k for every k ∈ K and Corollary 1.4 allows us to take some j ∈ J1 in
such a way that j m. By Lemma 6.4 there are B ∈ Dm and C ∈ D j such that B ⊂ C . We claim that
there is some V ∈ QB such that the x-th row of b is zero when x ∈ V . This is clear if B ∩ A = ∅ for
all A ∈ Dk with k ∈ K . Otherwise, let k1, . . . ,kr be those elements of K such that B∩At 	= ∅ for some
At ∈ Dkt , where t ∈ {1, . . . , r}. Because of the choice of m, it follows from Lemma 6.4 that k1, . . . ,kr
and m are pairwise comparable and we may assume that k1 < · · · < kr < m. Let us consider the
unique decomposition b = b′ + b′′ , where b′ ∈ H{k1,...,kr } and b′′ ∈ HK\{k1,...,kr } . Noting that A ∩ B = ∅
whenever A ∈ Dk for some k ∈ K \{k1, . . . ,kr}, we see that the (XB× XB)-blocks of b and b′ coincide.
Inasmuch as k1, . . . ,kr are not maximal, by applying Lemma 6.11 to the single components of b′ in
Hk1 , . . . , Hkn we see that there are V1, . . . , Vs ∈ QB ⊂ Pλ(m) such that if x ∈ XB and the x-th row of b′
is not zero, then x ∈ V1 ∪· · ·∪ Vs . Thus, since QB contains ℵ elements of Pλ(m) , there is V ∈ QB such
that the x-th row of b is zero when x ∈ V and our claim is established.
Now, pick any W ∈ QC such that W ⊂ V (see Remark 6.5) and consider the idempotent eW ∈ H j .
By the above, beW has zero x-th row for x ∈ W , while deW has nonzero x-th row for all x ∈ W ,
because W ⊂ W and W ⊂ X J . This shows that aeW = (b + d)eW is not zero and belongs to H J1 ,
completing the proof that H J1 is essential as a right ideal of DI, J .
Finally, let j ∈ J1 and note that H j is an ideal of DI, J by (1) of Proposition 8.1. We have that
H j = ψ j(Fλ( j)) and ψ j is a ring monomorphism; consequently, since Fλ( j) is left pure, we infer that
H j is left pure as well; in particular, for every a ∈ H j there is an idempotent e ∈ H j such that a= ea.
Assume that a ∈ H J1 =
⊕
j∈ J1 H j , that is, a = a1 + · · · + an for some a1 ∈ H j1 , . . . ,an ∈ H jn with
j1, . . . , jn ∈ J1. Then there are appropriate idempotents e1 ∈ H j1 , . . . ,en ∈ H jn such that ar = erar for
all r = 1, . . . ,n and it follows from Theorem 6.15 that these idempotents are pairwise orthogonal. As
a result e= e1 + · · · + en is an idempotent of H J1 such that a= ea, hence H J1 is left pure. 
9. Semiartinian unit-regular rings are coming, ﬁnally!
The setup we need is now complete for use. In this ﬁnal section, starting from a given nonempty
polarized artinian poset I , we only have to specialize the ring D and check that the corresponding
ring DI , as deﬁned in the previous section, is a semiartinian and regular ring which satisﬁes the
conditions we had announced. Thus, by keeping the same data, assumptions and notations so far
introduced, from now on we assume that D is a division ring. Now the ring Q = CFMX (D), and hence
Qα for every α  ξ , is regular, prime and right selﬁnjective; moreover Fα = Soc(Qα), so that each Hi
is a simple and semisimple ring, no matter if i ∈ I ′ or not; it has a multiplicative identity if and only
if i is a maximal element of I , in which the case Hi is isomorphic to D .
Lemma 9.1. Assume that ∅ 	= J ⊂ I . Then DI, J is a regular ring and
H J1 = Soc(DI, J ).
Proof. Since J \ J1 is an upper subset of J , then H J1 is an ideal of DI, J by Proposition 8.1. Moreover
H J is von Neumann regular, because it is a direct sum of simple and semisimple rings. If DI, J 	= H J ,
then DI, J /H J ∼= D is regular, thus DI, J is itself regular (see [21, Lemma 1.3]). Let i ∈ J1. Since {i} is
a lower subset of J , it follows from Proposition 8.1 that Hi is an ideal of DI, J . On the other hand,
in view of our assumptions Hi is a semisimple ring (possibly without identity), thus we infer that
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⊕
i∈ J1 Hi ⊂ Soc(DI, J ). Since H J1 is an essential right ideal of DI, J by Proposition 8.2, the
opposite inclusion holds and the equality follows. 
As we have seen in Lemma 6.11, if i ∈ I \ I , then Hi contains the set Ei = {eY (i) | Y ∈ Pλ(i)} of
pairwise orthogonal idempotents, each of which generates Hi as an ideal of itself (see (6.15)). This
time, having chosen D as a division ring, each eY (i) is primitive. To every element i ∈ I we associate
an idempotent ui ∈ DI and a right DI -module Ui with the following rules: if i ∈ I \ I , we choose
ui ∈ Ei , while if i ∈ I , then we set ui := eXi . Next, set
Ui := (ui D I + HIλ(i)−1)/HIλ(i)−1 .
Proposition 9.2. For every i ∈ I the right D I -module Ui is simple and
rDI (Ui) =
{
HI\{i} + (1− eX{i})D, if {i } is ﬁnitely sheltered in I;
H I\{i}, if {i } is not ﬁnitely sheltered in I. (9.1)
If I has a ﬁnite coﬁnal subset, then rDI (Ui) = HI\{i} for every i ∈ I .
Proof. Firstly, it follows from (6.15) that
Ui = (ui Hi + HIλ(i)−1)/HIλ(i)−1 = UiHi . (9.2)
Suppose that 0 	= x ∈ Ui . Then x = uia+ HIλ(i)−1 for some nonzero a ∈ Hi . Inasmuch as ui Hi is a mini-
mal right ideal of the ring Hi , then uiaHi = ui Hi and consequently xDI = Ui by (9.2), proving that Ui
is a simple DI -module. Next, taking into account that {i } is an upper subset of I , if we specialize
Proposition 8.1 by setting J = I and K = {i }, we see that the second member of the equality (9.1)
is precisely the kernel of the ring epimorphism ϕ = ϕK , J : DI → DI,{i} = H{i} + eX{i} D deﬁned
by the rule (8.1). By (9.2) and Theorem 6.15 we have that UiH j = 0 when j ∈ I \ {i }, therefore
HI\{i} ⊂ rDI (Ui). If {i } is ﬁnitely sheltered in I , then eX{i} is the multiplicative identity of the
ring H{i} according to Proposition 7.1; in particular Hi = HieX{i} and so (1− eX{i} )D ⊂ rDI (Ui) by
(9.2). This shows that Ker(ϕ) ⊂ rDI (Ui) and hence Ui is canonically a simple right DI,{i}-module.
Now it follows from Proposition 8.2 that DI,{i} has essential socle given by Hi ; since this latter is
homogeneous and regular, we infer that the ring DI,{i} is primitive. Accordingly, since Ui = UiHi we
conclude that Ui is faithful as a simple right DI,{i}-module and this establishes the equality (9.1).
The last statement follows directly from equality (9.1), because if I has a ﬁnite coﬁnal subset, then
every subset of I is ﬁnitely sheltered in I and it follows from Proposition 7.1 that 1−eX{i} = eXI\{i} ∈
HI\{i} . 
We are now in a position to analyze the main features of the regular ring DI , the ﬁrst of which
is that it is semiartinian. Observe that I••ξ = ∅ is ﬁnitely sheltered in I; thus we may consider the
ordinal ξ0 deﬁned by
ξ0 :=min
{
α
∣∣ I••α is ﬁnitely sheltered in I} ξ.
As we shall see, ξ0 will be critical when determining the Loewy chain of DI . If ξ0 < ξ and (I••ξ0 )
 =
{k1, . . . ,kn}, we shall consider the idempotent
f := eXk1 + · · · + eXkn .
Remember that f is the multiplicative identity of HI••ξ0
= DI,I••ξ0 by Proposition 7.1.
If ξ0 < ξ , then I••ξ0 has a ﬁnite coﬁnal subset and therefore ξ must be a successor ordinal. In
particular, it is clear that ξ0 = 0 if and only if I has a ﬁnite coﬁnal subset, in which the case f= 1 and
DI = HI by Proposition 7.1.
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tion 3].
Lemma 9.3. Let R be a ring with projective and essential right socle L and assume that R has a subring S such
that R = S + L and R is left S-ﬂat. If S is right hereditary, then R is right hereditary as well.
Proof. In order to prove that R is right hereditary it is suﬃcient to show that if E is an injective right
R-module with an essential submodule M , then E/M is R-injective. Firstly, by the ﬂatness of S R ,
the injectivity of ER implies that of ES . Now it is readily seen that the canonical right R/L-module
structure on E/M , arising from the fact that EL ⊂ M , and the original structure of a factor R-module
restrict to the same S-module structure. As S is right hereditary, it follows that E/M is S-injective
and hence R/L-injective. Finally, since L is left pure in R , we conclude that E/M is R-injective. 
Lemma 9.4. Let R be a ring with a faithful simple and projective right R-module S and let Q = BiEnd(SR), so
that R can be identiﬁed with a dense subring of Q and Soc(R) = R ∩ Soc(Q ) is the trace of S in R. Then SR is
injective if and only if Soc(R) = Soc(Q ).
We recall that a ring R is unit-regular if for every x ∈ R there exists a unit u ∈ R such that x= xux.
It is well known that a regular ring R is unit regular if and only if, given three ﬁnitely generated
projective right R-modules A, B,C , the condition A ⊕ C  B ⊕ C implies A  B . Another equivalent
condition is that R has stable range 1, meaning that if a,b ∈ R and aR + bR = R , then there is some
c ∈ R such that a + bc is a unit (see [21, Chapter 4]).
Theorem 9.5.With the above settings and notations, the ring DI satisﬁes the following properties:
(1) For every ordinal α  ξ
Socα(DI ) =
{
HIα , if I has a ﬁnite coﬁnal subset or α  ξ0,
HIα ⊕ (1− f)D, if 0< ξ0 < α.
(9.3)
Thus the ring DI is semiartinian and its Loewy length is ξ (resp. ξ + 1) if ξ0 < ξ (resp. ξ0 = ξ ).
(2) If i, j ∈ I , then Ui  U j if and only if i  j and we have
SimpDI =
{ {Ui | i ∈ I}, if I has a ﬁnite coﬁnal subset,
{Ui | i ∈ I} ∪ {DI/HI }, otherwise. (9.4)
Thus I and SimpDI are isomorphic posets if I has a ﬁnite coﬁnal subset, otherwise the additional simple
module D I/HI is a maximal element of SimpDI such that
h(DI/HI ) = ξ0 + 1
and, for every i ∈ I ,
Ui ≺ DI/HI if and only if {i } is not ﬁnitely sheltered in I. (9.5)
(3) DI is unit regular.
(4) If U ∈ SimpDI , then UDI is injective if and only if U is either a maximal element, or U = Ui for some
i ∈ I ′ . Consequently D I is a right V -ring if and only if I ′ = I . Moreover, D I is a right and left V -ring if and
only if ξ = 1, if and only if all primitive factor rings of D I are artinian.
(5) If ξ is a natural number, in particular if I is ﬁnite, then DI is (right and left) hereditary.
(6) If I ′ = ∅ and I is at most countable, then the dimension of D I as a right and a left vector space over D is
countable.
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such that {i } is not ﬁnitely sheltered.
(8) DI is very well behaved (Deﬁnition 2.5) if and only if I , or equivalently SimpDI , has ﬁnitely manymaximal
elements.
Proof. (1) Obviously (9.3) holds if α = 0, while if α = 1, then (9.3) follows directly from Lemma 9.1.
Suppose that α > 1, assume that either I has a ﬁnite coﬁnal subset, or α  ξ0, and assume inductively
that Socβ(DI ) = HIβ for every ordinal β < α. If α is a limit ordinal, since Iα :=
⋃
β<α Iβ , then we have
Socα(DI ) =
⋃
β<α
Socβ(DI ) =
⋃
β<α
HIβ = HIα .
Suppose that α = β + 1 for some β and set J = I••β . Since J is an upper subset of I , we can consider
the surjective ring homomorphism ϕ J ,I : DI → DI, J as in Proposition 8.1. If α  ξ0, then J is not
ﬁnitely sheltered in I and it follows from Proposition 8.1 that
Ker(ϕ J ,I ) = HI\ J = HIβ = Socβ(DI ). (9.6)
If I has a ﬁnite coﬁnal subset, then J is ﬁnitely sheltered in I and again Proposition 8.1 tells us that
Ker(ϕ J ,I ) = HI\ J + (1− eX J )D = HIβ + (1− eX J )D;
moreover we have that 1 − eX J ∈ HIβ , therefore (9.6) again holds. Thus, in both cases ϕ J ,I in-
duces an isomorphism DI/Socβ(DI )  DI, J , which in turn restricts to the canonical isomorphism
(HI•β+1 + Socβ(DI ))/Socβ(DI )  HI•β+1 . As a result we obtain
HIβ+1/HIβ = (HI•β+1 + HIβ )/HIβ  HI•β+1 = H(I••β )1 = Soc(DI, J ),
where the last equality comes from Lemma 9.1. This shows that
HIβ+1/HIβ = Soc
(
DI/Socβ(DI )
)
and therefore Socα(DI ) = HIα .
Next, let us consider the case in which 0 < ξ0 < α. Inasmuch as ξ0  β , then J is ﬁnite and so
we may consider the (orthogonal) idempotents g=∑{eXk | k ∈ J} and h=∑{eXk | k ∈ (I••ξ0 ) \ J}.
Moreover g ∈ H J = R J by Proposition 7.1 and h ∈ HIβ , because (I••ξ0 ) \ J ⊂ Iβ . As a result, since I
is not ﬁnitely sheltered in I , by using again Proposition 7.1 and noting that f= g+ h we see that
DI = HI ⊕ 1D = HI ⊕ (1− f)D = HIβ ⊕ DI, J ⊕ (1− g− h)D (9.7)
and hence DI/HIβ  DI, J ⊕ (1− g)D . Now, since g is the multiplicative identity of H J , it is immedi-
ately checked that (1− g) + HIβ is a central idempotent of DI/HIβ . Consequently
DI/HIβ  DI, J × D
as rings. We are then in a position to compute Socξ0+1(DI ), by putting β = ξ0 in the above. Since
Socξ0 (DI ) = HIξ0 , as it follows from the ﬁrst part of the proof, then we have that
DI/Socξ0(DI ) = DI/HIξ  DI,I•• × D0 ξ0
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) = HI•ξ0+1 by Lemma 9.1 and h= 0 when β = ξ0, it follows from (9.7)
that
Socξ0+1(DI ) = HIξ0 ⊕ HI•ξ0+1 ⊕ (1− f)D = HIξ0+1 ⊕ (1− f)D.
Now, assume that α > ξ0 + 1 and suppose, inductively, that
Socβ(DI ) = HIβ ⊕ (1− f)D (9.8)
whenever ξ0 < β < α. If α = β + 1 for some β > ξ0, then it follows from (9.7) and (9.8) that
DI/Socβ(DI )  DI, J . Since Soc(DI, J ) = HI•β+1 by Lemma 9.1, we infer that
Socα(DI ) = HIβ ⊕ HI•β+1 ⊕ (1− f)D = HIα ⊕ (1− f)D,
as wanted. Finally, if α is a limit ordinal, then we have that HIα =
⋃
β<α HIβ and hence
HIα ∩ (1− f)D =
( ⋃
β<α
HIβ
)
∩ (1− f)D =
⋃
β<α
(
HIβ ∩ (1− f)D
)= 0.
It follows that
Socα(DI ) =
⋃
β<α
Socβ(DI ) =
⋃
β<α
(
HIβ ⊕ (1− f)D
)=
( ⋃
β<α
HIβ
)
⊕ (1− f)D
= HIα ⊕ (1− f)D
and we are done.
As far as the Loewy length of DI is concerned, if I has a ﬁnite coﬁnal subset, that is ξ0 = 0, then
DI = HI = HIξ and so it follows from (9.3) that DI has Loewy length ξ . If 0 < ξ0 < ξ , then by (9.3)
we have that
Socξ (DI ) = HIξ ⊕ (1− f)D = HI ⊕ 1D = DI
and therefore DI has again Loewy length ξ . If ξ0 = ξ , then (9.3) imply that DI/Socξ (DI ) = DI/HIξ =
DI/HI  D and DI has Loewy length ξ + 1.
(2) Let i, j ∈ I and assume that i  j. Then {i } ⊃ { j }, that is I \ {i } ⊂ I \ { j } and
therefore HI\{i} ⊂ HI\{ j} . As a result, if {i } is not ﬁnitely sheltered in I , then it follows
from Proposition 9.2 that rDI (Ui) ⊂ rDI (U j). Suppose that {i }, and hence { j }, is ﬁnitely
sheltered in I and set {i } = {m1, . . . ,mr,mr+1, . . . ,ms}, where {mr+1, . . . ,ms} = { j } . By
Proposition 6.3, {Xm1 , . . . , Xmr , Xmr+1 , . . . , Xms } and {Xmr+1 , . . . , Xms , } are partitions of X{i} and
X{ j} respectively, therefore we can consider the corresponding pairwise orthogonal idempotents
eXm1 , . . . ,eXmr , eXmr+1 , . . . ,eXms . We observe that m1, . . . ,mr ∈ I \ { j }, therefore eXm1 , . . . ,eXmr∈ HI\{ j} . Consequently, by taking again Proposition 9.2 into account, we see that
1− eX{i} = 1− eXm1 − · · · − eXmr − eXmr+1 − · · · − eXms
= −eXm1 − · · · − eXmr + 1− eX{ j} ∈ rD I (U j).
Thus we have again that rDI (Ui) ⊂ rDI (U j), proving that i  j implies Ui  U j . At this point, in order
to show that the reverse implication holds, it is suﬃcient to prove that if Ui  U j , then i and j
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U j = U jH j = 0. Since Ui = UiHi , then HiH j 	= 0 and so i and j are comparable by Theorem 6.15.
Let V be any simple right DI -module. If V HI = 0, then HI 	= DI and it is clear that V  DI/HI .
Otherwise V HI = V and we may consider the smallest ordinal α such that V Hi 	= 0 for some i ∈ I•α+1.
According to Lemma 6.11 we have that Hi = Hiui Hi , thus
0 	= V Hi = V Hiui Hi ⊂ V ui Hi .
Let x ∈ V be such that xui 	= 0. If a ∈ DI and uia ∈ HIα , then xuia = 0 by the choice of α. Thus
the assignment uia + HIα → xuia deﬁnes a nonzero DI -linear map from Ui to V and consequently
V  Ui .
Finally, if i ∈ I and {i } is not ﬁnitely sheltered in I , it follows from Proposition 9.2 that Ui 
DI/HI . If, on the contrary, {i } is ﬁnitely sheltered in I , then eX{i} ∈ H{i} by Proposition 7.1. As a
result, by using again Proposition 9.2 we see that
1= (1− eX{i}) + eX{i} ∈ rD I (Ui) + HI
and hence rDI (Ui) + HI = DI , proving that rDI (Ui) 	⊂ HI , namely Ui 	 DI/HI .
(3) Let us prove ﬁrst that the ring DI, J = H J + eX J D is unit-regular for every ﬁnite subset J ⊂ I .
It is obvious that R∅ = 0 is unit-regular; let n be any positive integer, assume inductively that DI, J
is unit-regular whenever | J | < n and take J ⊂ I such that | J | = n. Let us consider the surjective ring
homomorphism
ϕ J\ J1, J : DI, J −→ DI, J\ J1
(see Proposition 8.1) and note that DI, J\ J1 is unit-regular by the inductive hypothesis. In order
to prove unit-regularity of DI, J , according to Vasershtein criterion (see [22, Proposition 4.12], or
[8, Lemma 3.5] for a ready-to-use version) it will be suﬃcient to prove that every unit of DI, J\ J1
has the form ϕ J\ J1, J (a) for some unit a of DI, J and uDI, Ju is unit-regular for every idempotent
u ∈ Ker(ϕ J\ J1, J ). By denoting with K the set of those elements of J which are isolated in J , i.e. are
minimal and maximal in J , we have from Proposition 6.3 that K = { j ∈ J | X j ∩ X J\{ j} = ∅}; since
K ⊂ J1, we infer that
X J\ J1 ∩ XK = ∅ and X J\ J1 ∪ XK = X J .
Let us write
e= eX J , e′ = eX J\ J1 and e′′ = eXK ,
so that e′ , e′′ are orthogonal idempotents and e′ + e′′ = e, and suppose that b is a unit of R J\ J1 . If
DI, J\ J1 = H J\ J1 , then it follows from Proposition 7.1 that e′ is the multiplicative identity of H J\ J1
and J \ J1 is ﬁnitely sheltered in I; consequently e′′ = e − e′ ∈ Ker(ϕ J\ J1, J ) by (8.2). If b′ is the
inverse of b in DI, J\ J1 , using the fact that b and b′ belong to e′DI, Je′ it is immediately seen that
b′ + e′′ is an inverse for b + e′′ in DI, J and ϕ J\ J1, J (b + e′′) = b. Assume that DI, J\ J1 	= H J\ J1 . Then
DI, J\ J1 = H J\ J1 ⊕e′D by Proposition 7.1 and so b= c+e′d for unique c ∈ H J\ J1 and d ∈ D . Necessarily
d 	= 0 and if c′ + e′d′ is the inverse of b in DI, J\ J1 , where c′ ∈ H J\ J1 and d′ ∈ D , then d′ = d−1. Noting
that e′′H J\ J1 = 0= H J\ J1e′′ , we infer that
(c+ ed)(c′ + ed′)= (c+ e′d + e′′d)(c′ + e′d′ + e′′d′)
= (c+ e′d)(c′ + e′d′)+ e′′dd′ = e′ + e′′ = e.
Similarly (c′ + ed′)(c+ ed) = e, hence c+ ed is a unit in DI, J and ϕ J\ J1, J (c+ ed) = c+ e′d = b.
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from (8.2) and Lemma 9.1 that Ker(ϕ J\ J1, J ) = H J1 = Soc(DI, J ); thus uDI, Ju is a semisimple ring
and so it is unit-regular. If, on the contrary, J \ J1 is ﬁnitely sheltered in I , then (8.2) tells us that
Ker(ϕ J\ J1, J ) = H J1 + e′′D and hence, observing that e′′H J1\K e′′ = 0, we get
Ker(ϕ J\ J1, J ) = H J1\K ⊕
(
HK + e′′D
)= H J1\K ⊕ DI,K .
As a consequence u = u′ + u′′ for unique orthogonal idempotents u′ ∈ H J1\K and u′′ ∈ DI,K . Inas-
much as H J1\K is semisimple and DI,K is unit-regular by the inductive hypothesis, we conclude that
uDI, Ju= u′H J1\Ku′ ⊕ u′′DI,Ku′′ is unit-regular and we are done.
Finally, given any a ∈ DI , there is a ﬁnite subset J ⊂ I and two elements b ∈ H J , d ∈ D such that
a = b + 1d = b + eX J d + (1 − eX J )d. Thus a belongs to the unital subring S = DI, J + (1 − eX J )D of
DI , in which eX J is a central idempotent. If X J = X , then eX J = 1 and S = DI, J . If X J 	= X , then
S  DI, J × D as rings. In both cases S is unit-regular and hence a = aba for a unit b ∈ S ⊂ DI , as
wanted.
(4) If U is a maximal element of SimpDI , that is rDI (U ) is a maximal right ideal, then UDI is
injective by [11, Corollary 4.8]. Otherwise, according to (9.4), U = Ui for some non-maximal element
i ∈ I . Set J = {i } and note that DI, J  DI/rDI (U ) is a primitive ring which has Ui as the unique (up
to an isomorphism) faithful simple right module. Let us consider the ring Si introduced immediately
before Proposition 6.8 and the D-linear map θ : DI, J → Si deﬁned by θ(a) = eXiaeXi . Note that if
j > i and a ∈ H j , then both eXia and aeXi belong to Hi by Theorem 6.15, (3) and therefore, since
Hi = eXi HieXi , for every a,b ∈ H J we have that
eXi (ab)eXi = eXiaeXibeXi .
From this we infer immediately that θ is a unital ring homomorphism. Observe that θ restricts to
the identity on Hi ⊂ ψi(Fλ(i)) = Soc(Si); moreover Hi = Soc(DI, J ) is essential as a right ideal of DI, J
(see Lemma 9.1), therefore θ is a monomorphism. As a result DI, J can be identiﬁed with a subring
of Si and Soc(DI, J ) = Hi = DI, J ∩ Soc(Si). Since in turn Si  Q , it follows from Lemma 9.4 that
U = Ui is DI, J -injective if and only if Soc(DI, J ) = Soc(Si), if and only if Hi = ψi(Fλ(i)), if and only if
i ∈ I ′ . Inasmuch as DI is regular, then rDI (U ) is pure as a left ideal and so UDI is injective. Finally,
according to [8, Theorem 2.7] DI is a right and left V -ring if and only if all primitive factor rings
of DI are artinian, that is, if and only if all primitive ideals of DI are maximal as right ideals; in view
of property (2) this happens if and only if I is an antichain, that is ξ = 1.
(5) Suppose that ξ is a natural number. We will prove that DI, J is hereditary for every subset J ⊂ I
by applying induction on the dual classical Krull length ξ( J ) of J . It will follows that, in particular,
DI = DI,I is hereditary. If ξ( J ) = 0, that is J = ∅, then DI,∅ = 0 is trivially hereditary. Given a positive
integer n  ξ , suppose that DI, J is hereditary whenever ξ( J ) < n and let J be any subset of I such
that ξ( J ) = n. Since ξ( J••1 ) = n−1, then DI, J••1 is hereditary by the inductive hypothesis. Assume that
J is ﬁnitely sheltered in I and let K be the set of all isolated elements of I which belong to J . Then
we have
DI, J = H J = H J1 ⊕ H J••1 = HK ⊕ H J1\K ⊕ DI, J••1 = HK ⊕ DI, J\K ,
taking Proposition 7.1 into account. Since K is ﬁnite, then HK  DK is a semisimple ring and hence is
hereditary; thus, in order to prove that DI, J is hereditary we may assume that K = ∅. Consequently
X J = XI and therefore eX J••1 = eX J , so that H J••1 = DI, J••1 is a unitary subring of DI . Since DI, J••1 is a
regular ring and H J1 = Soc(DI, J ), it follows from Lemma 9.3 that DI, J is right and left hereditary.
Assume now that J is not ﬁnitely sheltered in I . Then it follows from Proposition 7.1 that
DI, J = H J ⊕ eX J D = H J1 ⊕ H J••1 ⊕ eX J D and, by using Proposition 8.1, we infer that H J••1 ⊕ eX J D 
DI, J /H J1  DI, J••1 . Thus H J••1 ⊕ eX J D is a regular and hereditary ring and Lemma 9.3 applies again,
proving that DI, J is right and left hereditary.
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countable dimension over D . If I ′ = ∅ and i ∈ I , then Hi  D if i is a maximal element of I , otherwise
Hi  FMX (D). As a result HI =⊕i∈I Hi has countable dimension over D and the same occurs for
DI = HI + eX D .
(7) If i ∈ I , then it follows from (9.3) and property (2) that h(Ui) = λ(Ui). Thus we only have to
check the behavior of the simple module V = DI/HI , in case 0 < ξ0, that is I has not a ﬁnite coﬁnal
subset. Set α + 1 = λ(V ) and assume that α + 1 < h(V ) = ξ0 + 1. If i ∈ I•α+1, then λ(Ui) = h(Ui) =
α + 1 = λ(V ) therefore Ui and V are not comparable and consequently {i } is ﬁnitely sheltered by
(9.5). Suppose, on the contrary, that λ(V ) = ξ0 + 1. Given any α < ξ0, we have from Corollary 1.4 that
there is some U ∈ SimpDI such that λ(U ) = α + 1 and U ≺ V . Necessarily U = Ui for a unique i ∈ I
with λ(i) = α + 1 and {i } is not ﬁnitely sheltered by (9.5).
(8) According to Proposition 2.7 we only have to show the “if” part. Firstly, it is clear from (9.4)
that SimpDI has a ﬁnite coﬁnal subset if and only if I satisﬁes the same condition. Thus, assume that
this condition holds, let S be an upper subset of SimpDI , set J = { j ∈ I | U j ∈ S} and note that J is an
upper subset of I by property (2). For every i ∈ I , it follows from Proposition 9.2 that HI\ J annihilates
Ui if and only if i ∈ J . This is enough to conclude that (Ψ (S)) = S. 
Concerning hereditariness, we are presently unable to exhibit an example of non-hereditary, regu-
lar and semiartinian ring; nonetheless we have the following easy result.
Proposition 9.6. If R is a right semiartinian ring with Loewy length at most 2 and projective right socle, then
R is right hereditary.
Proof. If the Loewy length of R is 1, then R is semisimple and so is hereditary. Assume that R has
Loewy length 2. In order to prove that R is right hereditary, it is suﬃcient to show that if E is an
injective right R-module with an essential submodule M , then E/M is an injective R-module. Set
K = Soc(RR) and note that EK ⊂ M , so that E/M is canonically a right R/K -module. Since R/K
is a semisimple ring, then E/M is R/K -injective and the left purity of K implies the R-injectivity
of E/M . 
A couple of ﬁnal remarks are in order. First, on the basis of properties (7) and (8) of Theorem 9.5,
a suitable choice of the artinian poset I produces a semiartinian and regular ring DI such that
(SimpDI )α is ﬁnite for every α, but SimpDI has inﬁnitely many maximal elements, so that DI is
well behaved but not very well behaved (see Propositions 2.4 and 2.7). The second remark concerns
the distribution of non-maximal, injective members of SimpR , where R is a regular and semiartinian
ring. On the basis of property (4) of the previous theorem one might wonder wether the subset of
these modules is always a lower subset of SimpR . However this is not the case, as shown by the
following example.
Example 9.7. There exists a semiartinian, hereditary and unit-regular ring R such that SimpR is a
chain {U ≺ V ≺ W }, where V and W are injective but U is not injective.
Proof. Let ℵ and  be inﬁnite cardinals with  <ℵ and set X =ℵ•. With the notations of Section 5,
let us consider the partition P1 = {X1,λ | λ < } of X , where X1,λ = {ℵ• λ + ρ | ρ <ℵ} for all λ < 
and note that |X1,λ| =ℵ and |P1| = . Given a division ring D , let us consider the ring Q = CFMX (D)
and let T be the subset of Q of all matrices whose rows have support of cardinality not exceeding :
T = {a ∈ Q ∣∣ ∣∣Supp(a(x,−))∣∣  for all x ∈ X}.
Then T is a (unital) subring of Q . Indeed, let a,b ∈ T , let x ∈ X and set
Y = Supp(a(x,−)), Z = Supp(b(x,−)), U =⋃{Supp(b(z,−)) ∣∣ z ∈ Y }.
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∣∣Supp((a− b)(x,−))∣∣= ∣∣Supp(a(x,−) − b(x,−))∣∣ |Y ∪ Z | ,
showing that T is an additive subgroup of Q . Moreover, if y ∈ X \ U , then
(ab)(x, y) =
∑
z∈X
a(x, z)b(z, y) =
∑
z∈Y
a(x, z)b(z, y) = 0.
It follows that ab ∈ T , because |U |  . Set H = FRX (D) ∩ T and note that H is a semisimple and
regular ideal of T . With the notations of Theorem 5.11, we have that F1 = ϕ1(FR(D) ⊂ T . Finally,
let us consider the ring
R = H ⊕ F1 ⊕ 1Q D.
Now it is easy to check that R is a regular and semiartinian ring, where Soc R = H is homogeneous,
Soc2(R) = H ⊕ F1 and Soc2(R)/Soc(R)  F1 is homogeneous and R/Soc2(R)  D . A straightforward
application of Lemma 9.3 and Vasershtein criterion shows that R is hereditary and unit-regular. It
is clear that PrimR = {{0},Soc R,Soc1 R}, thus SimpR is a chain {U ≺ V ≺ W }, where Soc R is the
trace of U in R , Soc1(R)/Soc R is the trace of V in R/Soc(R) and W  D is injective because it is a
maximal element. According to Lemma 9.4, V is injective but U is not injective. 
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